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The scarce and overpopulated radio spectrum is going to present a major barrier to
the growth and development of future wireless networks. As such, spectrum sharing seems
to be inevitable to accommodate the exploding demand for high data rate applications.
A major challenge to realizing the potential advantages of spectrum sharing is interfer-
ence management. This thesis deals with interference management techniques in non-
cooperative networks. In specific, interference alignment is used as a powerful technique
for interference management. We use the degrees of freedom (DoF) as the figure of merit
to evaluate the performance improvement due to the interference management schemes.
This dissertation is organized in two parts. In the first part, we consider the K-user
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) Gaussian interference channel (IC) with M an-
tennas at each transmitter and N antennas at each receiver. This channel models the
interaction between K transmitter-receiver pairs sharing the same spectrum for data com-
munication. It is assumed that the channel coefficients are constant and are available at
all nodes prior to data transmission. A new cooperative upper-bound on the DoF of this
channel is developed which outperforms the known bounds. Also, a new achievable trans-
mission scheme is provided based on the idea of interference alignment. It is shown that
the achievable DoF meets the upper-bound when the number of users is greater than a
certain threshold, and thus it reveals the channel DoF.
In the second part, we consider communication over MIMO interference and X channels
in a fast fading environment. It is assumed that the transmitters obtain the channel state
information (CSI) after a finite delay which is greater than the coherence time of the chan-
nel. In other words, the CSI at the transmitters becomes outdated prior to being exploited
for the current transmission. New transmission schemes are proposed which exploit the
knowledge of the past CSI at the transmitters to retrospectively align interference in the
subsequent channel uses. The proposed transmission schemes offer DoF gain compared to
having no CSI at transmitters. The achievable DoF results are the best known results for
v
these channels. Simple cooperative upper-bounds are developed to prove the tightness of
our achievable results for some network configurations.
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The ever increasing demand for high data rate transmission has stimulated extensive re-
search in the past few decades to push the spectral efficiency of the point to point systems
closer and closer to the celebrated Shannon limit [1]. Fifty years of effort and invention
have finally led to the transmission schemes that closely approach this limit at the cost
of increasing processing power per information bit [2]. Establishing similar performance
limits for multi-user communication networks turns out to be challenging. One of the
most fundamental, and yet so far elusive, channels in multi-user information theory is the
interference channel (IC). IC models a communication system with several transmitter-
receiver pairs, in which each transmitter wishes to communicate with its corresponding
receiver while generating interference to all other receivers. Characterizing the capacity
region of the IC is one of the long-standing open problems in information theory. Even
for the simplest case of two user Gaussian IC, which was first considered in [3], the full
characterization of the capacity region is still unknown. In fact, the capacity region of this
channel has been characterized only for some ranges of channel coefficients [4–10]. For
the general two-user case, a characterization of the capacity region within one bit has been
presented in [11].
To increase the bit rate in wireless systems without increasing the bandwidth or power
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budget, the use of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems is a common practice.
It is well known that MIMO systems can provide substantial improvement in terms of
diversity and/or multiplexing gains. The capacity region of the two-user MIMO IC has
been characterized in [12] and [13] to within a constant gap.
By moving from the two-user case to more than two users, the capacity characterization
of the IC becomes more challenging. To reduce the severe effect of the interference for K >
2 users, the use of a new technique known as interference alignment is essential [14–16].
Interference alignment is an elegant technique that reduces the effect of the aggregated
interference from several users to that of a single user. This is accomplished by assigning
a portion of the available time/frequency/space at each receiver to the interference and
enforcing all the interfering terms to be received in that portion. There are two versions of
interference alignment in the literature: signal space alignment and signal scale alignment.
In signal space alignment, the transmit signal of each user is a linear combination of some
vectors where data determines the coefficients of this linear combination. In this approach,
interference alignment involves the design of the appropriate vectors for different users such
that: i) the interfering terms at each receiver are squeezed into a subspace of the available
signal space at that receiver, and ii) the interference subspace can be separated from the
desired signal subspace. Signal space alignment is applicable to ICs with multiple antennas
or ICs with time varying/frequency selective channel coefficients. Signal scale alignment,
on the other hand, uses structured coding, e.g., lattice codes, to align interference at the
signal level and is particularly useful for the case of single antenna constant IC (not varying
with time/frequency). For the fully connected K-user Gaussian IC (K > 2), most of the
effort has focused on the characterization of the degrees of freedom (DoF). The DoF for a
Gaussian network shows the pre-log factor of the sum-capacity in the limit of increasing
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). More precisely, the channel sum-capacity (CΣ) and the
channel DoF (DoF) are related to each other by the following relationship:
CΣ(SNR) = DoF log2(SNR) + o(log2(SNR)). (1.1)
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1.1 Channel state information (CSI)
In its original form [14, 16], interference alignment requires the perfect and instantaneous
CSI (simply referred to as full CSI) at all nodes to reveal its full potential. In specific, each
transmitter needs to adjust its transmitted signal according to the current CSI to align
interference in unintended receivers. It is commonly assumed that the receivers can obtain
the CSI through channel estimation phase. The access of transmitters to CSI (CSIT) is
generally through the feedback links and is subject to delay and quantization error. It is
well known that the quantization error of the CSI due to the finite rate of the feedback links
has negligible effect on the performance as long as the feedback bit rate scales sufficiently
fast with SNR [17,18]. The impact of CSIT delay on the performance is more substantial
especially in fast fading environment. Specifically, if the feedback delay exceeds the channel
coherence time, the CSIT expires prior to the beginning of each channel use and therefore
it will be outdated. In the following, we consider the possibility of interference alignment
under different assumptions about the CSIT knowledge.
1.2 Interference alignment with full CSI
In [40], Host-Madsen and Nosratinia showed that the DoF of the fully connected K-user
Gaussian IC with full CSI is less than or equal to K
2
. They also conjectured that the DoF
of this channel is less than or equal to unity regardless of the number of users when the
channel coefficients are constant.
For the case of varying channel coefficients, Cadambe and Jafar in [16] showed that a
fully connected K-user Gaussian IC has K
2
degrees of freedom, i.e., each user can enjoy
half of its available DoF in spite of interfering signals from other users. They also showed
in [19] that the DoF of the M×N X channel with single-antenna nodes and varying channel
coefficients is given by MN
M+N−1 . The achievability scheme of these works is based on the
signal space interference alignment.
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For the constant channel coefficients, Bresler et al. in [20] computed the capacity region
of the many-to-one and one-to-many Gaussian ICs within constant number of bits. In their
achievability scheme for the many-to-one Gaussian IC, they introduced the signal scale
interference alignment technique. In [21], using the signal scale interference alignment,
the authors reported a class of fully connected real constant K-user Gaussian ICs with
DoF arbitrarily close to K
2
. Etkin and Ordentlich in [22] used some results of additive
combinatorics to show that for a constant fully connected real Gaussian IC, the DoF is
very sensitive to the rationality/irrationality of channel coefficients. They showed that for
a fully connected constant real Gaussian IC with rational channel coefficients, the DoF is
strictly less than K
2
. Moreover, they showed that for a class of measure zero of channel
coefficients, the DoF is equal to K
2
. Independently, Motahari et al. showed in [23] that for
a three-user constant symmetric real Gaussian IC with irrational channel coefficients, the
DoF is equal to 3
2
. However, their assumption regarding the channel symmetry restricted
its scope to a subset of measure zero of all possible channel coefficients. For a constant
Gaussian IC with complex channel coefficients, Cadambe et al. in [24] showed that the
Host-Madsen and Nosratinia conjecture is not true. By introducing asymmetric complex
signaling, they proved that the K-user complex Gaussian IC with constant coefficients has
at least 1.2 DoF for almost all values of channel coefficients. Recently, Motahari et al.
settled the problem in general case by proposing a new type of signal scale interference
alignment that can achieve K
2
DoF for almost all K-user real Gaussian ICs with constant
coefficients [25, 26]. The essence of this new method, called real alignment, is to align
discrete points along a real axis based on some number-theoretic properties of rational and
irrational numbers [26].
Using the results of [16] and [26], one can observe that in a K-user M × N MIMO
interference channel, everyone gets half the cake (the cake being the DoF of a user in the
absence of interference) when antenna configuration is symmetric, i.e. M = N . For the
general K-user M ×N MIMO IC, [27] proved that the DoF per user are even better, i.e.,
everyone gets β
β+1




is an integer and channels are time-varying. In this study, it is proved that the conclusion
of [27] is still applicable even with constant channels and non-integer values of β. To this
end, new achievable and upper-bound results are developed.
1.3 Interference alignment with no/partial CSI
The availability of perfect and instantaneous CSI at the receivers can be realized in practice
by accurate channel estimation techniques. The full CSI at the transmitters, however, is
practically hard to obtain. To overcome this problem, one needs to consider the possibility
of IA with no/partial CSIT. Considering DoF as the performance measure, it has been
approved that with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel
coefficients across time and space, interference alignment is not possible with no CSIT for
multi-user channels such as MIMO broadcast channel (BC) [28, 29] , IC, and X channel
[28–30]. On the other hand, when the channel coefficients are correlated, the possibility of
interference alignment with no CSIT has been demonstrated in [31].
Recently, in [32], Maddah-Ali and Tse introduced a new model for the availability of
CSI in the context of multiple input single output (MISO) BC which is interesting from
both theoretical and practical standpoints. In this model, which is commonly referred
to as delayed CSIT model, channel coefficients experience i.i.d. fading across antennas
and channel uses. Moreover, each receiver knows its own channel matrices perfectly and
instantaneously while all other nodes know it with a finite delay. The remarkable finding
of [32] is that the DoF of the MISO BC channel with delayed CSIT can be strictly greater
than one, which is the DoF with no CSIT. In other words, even completely outdated
CSIT can be exploited to attain DoF gain. Unlike the BC, in networks with distributed
transmitters and receivers such as interference and X channels, a fundamental constraint is
that each transmitter has only access to its own information symbols. This constraint turns
out to be a major bottleneck in exploiting the knowledge of the past CSI at transmitters
to achieve a DoF gain. The two-user and three-user MIMO BC with delayed CSIT have
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been investigated in [33] and [34], respectively. For the two-user single-input single-output
(SISO) X channel and three-user SISO IC with delayed CSIT, DoF improvements over no
CSIT case were first reported in [35]. In [36], the K-user SISO IC and X channel have been
studied under the delayed CSIT assumption wherein new DoF results have been reported.
In [37], the DoF of IC and X channel are investigated under the full-duplex transmitter
cooperation and delayed CSIT.
In this work, new achievable results for the DoF region of the two-user MIMO IC with
delayed CSIT are provided. We then consider the two-user SISO and MIMO X channel
and obtain new achievable sum-DoF results under the delayed CSIT assumption. Finally,
the K-user MISO Gaussian IC with M antennas at each transmitter is investigated under
the delayed CSIT assumption wherein new achievable DoF result is provided.
1.4 Dissertation Outline and Main Contributions
In this dissertation, we address communication over the Gaussian interference and X net-
works. The following summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation:
In Chapter 2, we consider a K-user MIMO IC with M antennas at each transmitter
and N antennas at each receiver. It is assumed that the channel coefficients are constant
and known perfectly at all nodes prior to the transmission. First, a new upper-bound for
the DoF of this channel is developed. In specific, it is shown that the DoF of this channel
is upper-bounded by K MN
M+N
when K ≥ Ku = M+Ngcd(M,N) . We then show that one can achieve
this DoF using real interference alignment technique. This gives an exact characterization
of DoF for K ≥ Ku.
In Chapter 3, we consider the communication over the following channels:
• Two-user MIMO IC with Delayed CSIT
• Two-user MIMO X channel with Delayed CSIT
6
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• K-user X networks with Delayed CSIT
• K-user MISO IC with Delayed CSIT
For the two-user MIMO interference channel, new achievable results on the DoF region
are provided and shown to be tight for some antenna configurations. It is observed that,
depending on the antenna configuration, the DoF region with delayed CSIT can collapse
to the DoF region with no CSIT, strictly lie between DoF regions with no CSIT and full
CSIT, or coincide with the DoF region with full CSIT. For the two-user MIMO X channel
with M antennas at each transmitter and N antennas at each receiver, new achievable sum-
DoFs are obtained which turn out to be tight for all cases except for 1/2 < N/M < 4/3.
In specific, it is shown that the two-user SISO X channel can achieve 6/5 DoF which is
better than the previously reported result of 8/7 in [35]. We then extend our analysis to
the K-user X networks and show that a DoF of 4
3
− 2
3(3K−1) is achievable for this channel.
Finally, the K-user MISO interference channel with M ≥ K antennas at each transmitter
is investigated under the delayed CSIT assumption wherein a DoF of 2K
K+1
is achieved.








In this chapter∗, we consider the K-user MIMO Gaussian interference channel with M
antennas at each transmitter and N antennas at each receiver. It is assumed that chan-
nel coefficients are constant and are available at all transmitters and receivers. The main
objective of this chapter is to characterize the DoF for this channel. Using a new in-
terference alignment technique which has been recently introduced in [26], we show that
MN
M+N
K degrees of freedom can be achieved for almost all channel realizations. Also, a
new upper-bound on the DoF of this channel is provided. This upper-bound coincides
with our achievable DoF for K ≥ Ku , M+Ngcd(M,N) , where gcd(M,N) denotes the greatest
common divisor of M and N . This gives an exact characterization of DoF for M × N
MIMO Gaussian interference channel in the case of K ≥ Ku.
∗Part of the work in this chapter has been presented in [38].
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2.1 System Model
We consider a constant fully connected K-user MIMO Gaussian IC. This channel is used
to model a communication network with K transmitter-receiver pairs. Each transmitter
is equipped with M antennas and wishes to communicate with its corresponding receiver,
which is equipped with N antennas. All transmitters share a common bandwidth and want
to have reliable communication at maximum possible rates. The channel output at the kth
receiver is characterized by the following input-output relationship:
Y[k](t) = H[k1]X[1](t) + H[k2]X[2](t) + · · ·+ H[kK]X[K](t) + Z[k](t), (2.1)
where t is the time index, k ∈ K = {1, 2, · · · , K} is the user index, Y[k] = (Y [k]1 , · · · , Y [k]N )T
is the N×1 output signal vector of the kth receiver, X[j] = (X [j]1 , · · · , X [j]M )T is the M×1 in-
put signal vector of the jth transmitter, H[kj] = [h
[kj]
nm ] is the N×M channel matrix between
transmitter j and receiver k with the (n,m)th entry specifying the channel gain from the
mth antenna of transmitter j to the nth antenna of receiver k, and Z[k] = (Z
[k]
1 , · · · , Z [k]N )T
is N × 1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at the kth receiver. We assume all
noise terms are i.i.d. zero mean unit variance Gaussian random variables. It is assumed
that each transmitter is subject to an average power constraint P :
E[(X[k](t))†(X[k](t))] ≤ P, k ∈ K.
Also, let H denote the set of all channel coefficients, i.e.
H = {H[k1],H[k2], · · · ,H[kK]}Kk=1
Transmitter k wishes to communicate a message W [k] ∈ W [k] = {1, 2, · · · , 2τR[k]} of
rate R[k] to receiver k over a block of τ channel uses using a block code of length τ , which
is defined as follows:
Definition 1. A (2τR, τ) code of block length τ and rate R = (R[1], R[2], · · · , R[K]) for the
K-user MIMO Gaussian IC with channel knowledge H at all nodes is defined as K sets of
10
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together with K decoding functions ψ
[k]
τ , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, such that





e,τ denote the probability of error for receiver k, i.e.
P [k]e,τ = Pr{W [k] 6= Ŵ [k]τ } (2.4)




The notions of achievable rate and the capacity region for the K-user MIMO Gaussian IC
are defined as follows:
Definition 2. For a given power constraint P, a rate tuple R(P ) is said to be achievable
for the K-user MIMO Gaussian IC if there exists a sequence {(2τR(P ), τ)}∞τ=1 of codes
such that their probability of error goes to zero as τ → ∞. The closure of the set of all
achievable rate tuples is called the capacity region of the channel with power constraint P
and is denoted by C(P ).
The notion of DoF is defined next.
Definition 3. To an achievable rate tuple R(P ) = (R[1](P ), · · · , R[K](P )) ∈ C(P ), one
can correspond an achievable DoF tuple (d[1], · · · , d[K]) provided that:
R[k](P ) = d[k]. log2(P ) + o(log2(P )), k = 1, 2, · · · , K. (2.6)
The set of all achievable DoF tuples is called the DoF region and is denoted by D.
11
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Definition 4. The maximum sum-rate or sum-capacity of the K-user MIMO Gaussian IC
is defined as











For notational consistency, lower and upper bounds on DoF will be denoted by DoF
and DoF, respectively.
In the sequel, a (K,M × N) IC refers to a constant fully connected K-user MIMO
Gaussian IC with M antennas at each transmitter and N antennas at each receiver. Our
primary objective in this chapter is to characterize the DoF of this channel.
2.2 Main Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Upper-bound
The first result of this study, presented in Section 2.3, is an upper-bound for the DoF of the
(K,M ×N) MIMO IC. The upper-bound is obtained by allowing full cooperation among
groups of users and applying the two-user MIMO IC DoF result of [39] in conjunction
with the averaging argument of [40]. The novelty here is in the application of this bound
exhaustively to all possible cooperative combinations and choosing the tightest of the
resulting bounds. In particular, the DoF of (K,M ×N) MIMO IC is shown to be upper-
bounded by K MN
M+N
for K ≥ Ku = M+Ngcd(M,N) . The upper-bound can be pictorially presented
in a more elegant way by defining the normalized degrees of freedom. The normalized DoF
12
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Note that K min(M,N) is the DoF of a system consisting of K non-interfering M × N
MIMO channels. Therefore, DoFnorm is always less than or equal to unity. The normalized




DoFnorm = min{βρ+, 1− ρ−}, (2.10)














As shown in Fig. 2.1, for each K, the normalized DoF upper-bound is a piecewise linear
function of β. Furthermore, as K increases the number of piecewise linear sections in the
curve of DoFnorm also increases.
2.2.2 Asymptotic interference alignment for the IC using ratio-
nal dimensions
To highlight the novel aspects of our transmission scheme, we start with the following
observation:
Consider a (K,M×N) MIMO IC. Now split each transmitter and receiver into multiple
single antenna nodes as shown in Fig. 2.2. In this new KM × KN network, there is an
independent message from a transmitter to a receiver if and only if there was desired
communication between them in the original network. This lead to an X network setting
between the M transmitters and N receivers that correspond to the same original user, and
an interference network setting across transmitters and receivers corresponding to different
13
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(a) K = 5 (b) K = 10
Figure 2.1: Our achievable and upper-bound on normalized DoF of a (K,M × N) IC for
K = 5 and K = 10.
users in the original network (see Fig. 2.2). In this new network, suppose the channels
are time-varying/frequency-selective. Then, using both the upper-bound and achievability
scheme of [19], it is not difficult to see that the DoF of this new network is K MN
M+N
. In
light of this observation, the main contribution of the current work is two-fold:
• Prove that this DoF value is optimal even in the original (K,M×N) MIMO IC when
K ≥ Ku.
• Prove that the K MN
M+N
DoF value for the network described above, is also achievable
when the channel coefficients are constant.
Our transmission scheme builds on the machinery developed in [26] for signal scale
alignment over real numbers and also the interference alignment construction proposed
in [19] for time varying X channels. Specifically, there are three elements in the achievability
proof:
14
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(a) Original (K,M ×N) MIMO IC (b) KM ×KN SISO X network setting with partial
message sets
Figure 2.2: Splitting each transmitter and receiver of a MIMO IC into multiple single
antenna nodes. Note that in the resulting network there is an independent massage from
a transmitter to a receiver if and only if there was desired communication between them
in the original network.
15
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• Rational dimensions framework: A new framework for the interference alignment
is recently suggested in [26] which relies on the theory of Diophantine approximation
on manifolds [41], [42]. A new theme in this framework is the notion of rational
independence which lets several integer data streams to be multiplexed using ratio-
nally independent coefficients. As shown in [26], the celebrated Khintchine-Groshev
Theorem guarantees the separability of these data streams almost surely provided
that certain conditions are satisfied. The rational independent coefficients in the
alignment construction of [26] act like linearly independent vectors in signal space
alignment. We exploit this close analogy between rational dimension framework and
signal space interference alignment to use the alignment construction of [19] within
the rational dimension framework.
• Alignment construction: The alignment construction used here is similar to the
construction that is introduced by Cadambe and Jafar in [19] for time-varying X
channels. This construction is simply a way to construct a set that is almost-invariant
to an arbitrarily large number of given linear transformations, whose only requirement
is commutativity. As shown in [19], such a set is composed of elements that are
simply products of powers of the specified linear transformations, and an initial
seed. In this paper, the linear transformations are scalars (channel coefficients), so
commutativity is trivially satisfied and the elements of the set are monomials in the
channel coefficients.
• Resolvability: While the notion of independence in our achievable scheme is ra-
tional rather than linear, the argument that establishes this independence is simply
follows from the same argument made in [19]. In fact, the main argument for estab-
lishing resolvability (that the monomials are distinct) is the same as the proof in [19],
where the full rank property of the matrix is proved by showing that each column
corresponds to a distinct monomial.
We now provide an intuitive overview of our achievable scheme. A more detailed proof is
16
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presented in the next section.
For any arbitrary Γ > 0, Γ ∈ N, our transmission scheme is constructed in a one
dimensional signal space with rational dimension of (M +N)(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))), where
f(Γ) = ΓKM(KN−1).
Over this space, each desired sub-message (i.e. W
[k]
mn in the corresponding X network) in
our achievable scheme achieves f(Γ)+o(f(Γ)) DoF. By choosing a large Γ, arbitrarily close
to 1
M+N
DoF can be achieved for each sub-messages. Therefore, as Γ grows to infinity, the
achievable DoF for all sub-messages corresponding to a specific user in the original IC
is arbitrarily close to MN
M+N
. The achievable scheme uses real interference alignment over
a space of rational dimension (M + N)(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))). In specific, sub-message W
[k]
mn
is transmitted over f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)) rationally independent complex numbers at the mth
transmit antenna of user k. The decoding at receiver j is based on the Khintchine-Groshev
Theorem which guarantees the separability of the rationally independent complex numbers,
almost surly. As shown in Fig. 2.3, at the nth antenna of receiver k:
• the f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)) rational dimensions corresponding to W [k′]mn , k′ 6= k, align with the
f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)) rational dimensions corresponding to W
[k′]
m′n, m
′ 6= m. In other words,
the rational dimension of the space occupied by the union of the signals corresponding
to sub-messages {W [k′]mn : k′ 6= k,m ∈ M} is f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)). All of these interfering
terms occupy a space with rational dimension f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)).
• the f(Γ)+o(f(Γ)) rational dimensions corresponding to W [k]mn′ , n′ 6= n, align with the
f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)) rational dimensions corresponding to W
[k′]
m′n′′ , n
′′ 6= n. In other words,
the rational dimension of the space occupied by the union of the signals corresponding
to sub-messages {W [k]mn′ : k ∈ K,m ∈ M, n′ 6= n} is f(Γ) + o(f(Γ)). Since the
cardinality of the set {n′ 6= n, n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}} is N − 1, all of these interfering
terms will occupy a space with rational dimension (N − 1)(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))).
17
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It should be emphasize that the overlap between these signals is partial for a fixed
value of Γ and the number of rational dimensions that are not align captured by the
o(f(Γ)) factor. That is the perfect alignment happens asymptotically as Γ grows to in-
finity. Therefore, the rational dimension of all interfering terms at each receive antenna
of receiver k is N(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))). The rational dimension of signals corresponding to
desired sub-messages is M(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))). If the set of complex numbers corresponding
to desired sub-messages are rationally independent of the complex numbers corresponding
to interfering signals, then in a space of rational dimension (M + N)(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))),
the M(f(Γ) + o(f(Γ))) desired dimensions can be successfully decoded according to the
Khintchin-Groshev Theorem. The precise construction of our achievable scheme can be
found in next section.
2.2.3 Comparing achievable and upper-bound results
It is easy to show that in a (K,M ×N) IC, one can always achieve
min {max(M,N), K min(M,N)}
DoF by zero-forcing. Combining this result with K MN
M+N
DoF which can be achieved
through interference alignment, we obtain
DoF ≥
 K min(M,N) min(1,
β
K
), K < β + 1
K MN
M+N







), K < β + 1
β
β+1
, K ≥ β + 1
. (2.13)
Two examples comparing our achievable result and upper-bound on DoFnorm are depicted
in Fig. 2.1.
18
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Figure 2.3: Real Interference alignment for the (K,M ×N) IC: the transmit signal of each
user is composed of N independent parts which are depicted here by adjacent rectangles.
By the real interference alignment, the squares in each column at the receiver side are
approximately aligned.
19
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By comparing the achievable and upper-bound results, one can observe that the channel
DoF is completely characterized in the following cases:
• β is an integer
In this case, gcd(M,N) = min(M,N), and hence, Ku = β + 1. Therefore, for
K ≥ β + 1, the DoF is equal to K MN
M+N
, and for K ≤ β the DoF is equal to
K min(M,N). This is the setting where [27] also has a tight DoF characterization.
• K ≤ β + 1
In this case, one can easily verify that ρ− = 0 and ρ+ = 1
K
in the upper-bound, and
therefore, the DoF is equal to K min(M,N) min(1, β/K). Note that this DoF can
be achieved by simple zero-forcing.
• K ≥ Ku
In this case, ρ− = ρ+ = 1
1+β




While our results provide a complete characterization of DoF forK ≥ Ku andK ≤ 1+β,
this characterization for the case of 1 + β < K < Ku with non-integer values of β seems
to be challenging. Recently, it was shown in [43] that for the special case of K = 3, one
can achieve higher DoF values in this range using signal space interference alignment. The
case of K = 3 has also been extensively investigated in [44] wherein new achievable and
upper-bound results are developed. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the information theoretic upper-
bound of [44] is tighter than the cooperative upper-bound developed here for the case of
K = 3. Also, the upper-bound of [44] reveals that when β = p+1
p
for p ∈ Z+, the K MN
M+N
DoF value is tight for any K > 2 (see Fig. 2.4 for K = 3).
20
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Information theoretic upper-bound in [32]
Achievable β/(1 + β)
Figure 2.4: Comparing different results on the DoF of the (3,M ×N) MIMO interference
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2.2.4 Joint processing in collocated antennas
These is no cooperation among the transmit or receive antennas of each user in our trans-
mission scheme. Since our transmission scheme is DoF optimal for K ≥ Ku, it follows that
the DoF advantage of joint processing in collocated antennas vanishes for K ≥ Ku. In
fact, the (K,M ×N) MIMO IC is treated as a KM ×KN X channel with partial message
sets in our transmission scheme.
2.3 DoF upper-bound for the K-user MIMO interfer-
ence channel
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. The DoF of a (K,M ×N) IC is upper-bounded by:















and where ρ0 ,
min(M,N)
M+N
and b·c and d·e are respectively the floor and the ceiling functions.
Remark 1. The upper-bound in Theorem 1 is valid for both constant and varying channels.
Proof. Consider a (W,M ×N) Gaussian IC where W ≤ K is a constant. We divide these
W users into two disjoint sets of size W1 and W2, where W = W1 +W2. Let us assume that
the transmitters in each set are cooperating, and the receivers in each set are cooperating
as well. This results in a two-user MIMO Gaussian IC with W1M , W2M antennas at
transmitters and W1N , W2N antennas at their corresponding receivers. It is proved in [39]
22
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that for a two-user MIMO Gaussian IC with M1, M2 antennas at transmitter 1, 2 and N1,
N2 antennas at their corresponding receivers, the DoF is equal to:
J(M1,M2, N1, N2) = min{M1 +M2, N1 +N2,max(M1, N2),max(M2, N1)}. (2.16)
Since cooperation does not reduce the capacity, the DoF of the original W -user interference
channel does not exceed J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N). Thus, for any i1, i2, · · · , iW ∈ K,
i1 6= i2 6= · · · 6= iW , we have:
d[i1] + d[i2] + · · ·+ d[iW ] ≤ J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N), (2.17)
where d[k] denotes the DoF of user k. Adding up all inequalities similar to (2.17), the DoF




It is proved in Appendix A.1 that the function J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) can be upper-
bounded as:
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ max{max(M,N)Wmin,min(M,N)Wmax}, (2.19)
where Wmax = max(W1,W2) and Wmin = min(W1,W2). Combining (2.19) and (2.18), we
have:
DoF ≤ KG(ρ), (2.20)
where ρ , Wmin
W
and
G(ρ) , max{max(M,N)ρ,min(M,N)(1− ρ)}. (2.21)
A typical plot of G(ρ) is depicted in Fig. 2.5. To obtain the tightest upper-bound, we need
to minimize G(ρ) over the rational number ρ. However, there are two constraints on ρ:
C1) 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
2
,
C2) the denominator of ρ as a rational number in lowest terms can not exceed K. Thus,
23
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min(M, N) (1 − ρ)
G(ρ) = max{max(M, N) ρ, min(M, N) (1 − ρ)}
Figure 2.5: Typical shape of function G(ρ) in (2.21).
the goal is to minimize G(ρ) subject to the constraints C1 and C2. It is straightforward to
show that (see also Fig. 2.5) without any constraint on ρ, the function G(ρ) is minimized
when:
max(M,N)ρ = min(M,N)(1− ρ). (2.22)
Equivalently, G(ρ) is minimized at ρ = ρ0, where ρ0 was defined in Theorem 1. Although
ρ = ρ0 satisfies constraint C1, it does not generally satisfy constraint C2 because the
denominator of ρ0 in the simplest form can exceed K. Therefore, to find the optimal ρ that
minimizes G(ρ) subject to the constraints C1 and C2, we need to find the closest rational
neighbors of ρ0 with denominator not exceeding K. Let ρ
− and ρ+ denote the closest
rational neighbors of ρ0 with denominator not exceeding K such that 0 ≤ ρ− ≤ ρ ≤ ρ+.
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From (2.20), for such ρ+ and ρ−, we have:
DoF ≤ K max{max(M,N)ρ+,min(M,N)(1− ρ+)} = K max(M,N)ρ+
DoF ≤ K max{max(M,N)ρ−,min(M,N)(1− ρ−)} = K min(M,N)(1− ρ−)
. (2.23)
Therefore, the final upper-bound can be expressed as:





The problem of finding the closest rational neighbors of a real number with denominator
less than or equal to K is addressed in the following lemma whose proof can be found in
Appendix A.2:
Lemma 1. Let α ∈ (0, 1) be a real number. Given a positive integer K, the closest rational











Now, (2.15) easily follows from the above lemma and the proof is complete.
2.4 Interference alignment and DoF lower-bound for
MIMO IC
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. For the (K,M×N) IC, we can achieve K MN
M+N
degrees of freedom for almost
all channel realizations.
A new method for interference alignment has been recently introduced by Motahari et
al. in [26]. By applying arguments from the field of Diophantine approximation in Number
25
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Theory, they showed that interference alignment can be performed based on the properties
of rational and irrational numbers. Using this new type of alignment, which the authors
called real interference alignment, the DoF of the K-user constant Gaussian IC with single
antenna can be achieved for almost all channel realizations. Since our achievability scheme
is based on an extension of real interference alignment, we first review the basic ideas
behind this technique. In our discussions, we follow the footsteps of [26] and [22].
2.4.1 Preliminaries on Real Interference Alignment
Real interference alignment essentially mimics, in one dimension, the basic rules of signal-
space interference alignment. In signal space interference alignment, the transmit signal
of each user is a linear combination of some constant vectors in Euclidean space, which
hereafter will be called transmit directions, where data determines the coefficients of this
linear combination. In this setup, interference alignment is realized by simultaneous design
of appropriate transmit directions for different users such that:
i) Interfering signals from other users are received aligned at the intended receiver. In other
words, all interfering terms at each receiver fall into a subspace of the available signal space
at that receiver. This condition will be referred to as alignment condition.
ii) The interference subspace can be separated from the desired signal subspace at each
receiver. This condition will be referred to as separability condition.
Note that transmit directions are selected according to the channel coefficients. In
signal space alignment, when both alignment and separability conditions are satisfied, we
can separate the desired signal from aligned interfering signals by zero-forcing.
Consider a K-user Gaussian IC with a single antenna at all nodes where channel co-
efficients are all constant. To introduce the counterparts of separability and alignment
conditions in real interference alignment, we need the notion of rational independence.
Definition 5 (rational independence). The complex numbers ω1, ω2, · · · , ωm are said to be
26
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rationally independent if whenever integers k1, k2, ..., km satisfy
k1ω1 + k2ω2 + · · ·+ kmωm = 0,
we should have ki = 0 for i = 1, · · · ,m, i.e., the only representation of zero as a linear
combination of ωi , i = 1, · · · ,m is the trivial solution.
Next, the notion of rational dimension is defined:
Definition 6 (rational dimension). The rational dimension of complex numbers ω1, ω2,
· · · , ωm is defined as the smallest natural number n such that all numbers ωi, i = 1, · · · ,m
can be represented as rational linear combinations of n fixed rationally independent complex
numbers. The rational dimension of a set A of numbers will be denoted by dim(A).
Suppose that ω1, ω2, · · · , ωm are rationally independent numbers. Therefore, for arbi-
trary integers k1, k2, ..., km, not all of them equal to zero, we have |k1ω1 + k2ω2 + · · · +
kmωm| > 0. The problem of finding a non-zero lower-bound on the absolute value of an
integer linear combination of rationally independent numbers is closely related to metric
Diophantine approximation in Number Theory [41]. The following theorem which is an
extension of the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem in metric Diophantine approximation [45]
provides a quantitative lower-bound on the absolute value of an integer linear combination
of complex numbers.
Theorem 3 (Khintchine-Groshev for complex numbers). Assume ε > 0 is an arbitrary
positive constant. For almost all `-tuples ω = (ω1, ω2, · · · , ω`) of complex numbers, one
can find a constant c such that the inequality




holds for all p ∈ Z and all q = (q1, q2, · · · , q`) ∈ Z` \ 0.
It is important to note that the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem is valid for “almost
all” complex numbers. That is the Lebesgue measure of those numbers satisfying the
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Khintchine-Groshev Theorem is one. It should be pointed out here that the Khintchine-
Groshev Theorem is not valid even for all rationally independent complex numbers.
The complex numbers ωi, i = 1, · · · , `, in the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem could be
independent quantities or they can lie on some well-behaved manifold. Specifically, the
Khintchine-Groshev Theorem is still valid when all the complex numbers ωi, i = 1, · · · , `
are different monomials in m < l independent variables [45].
Consider two sets A and B of complex numbers with rational dimensions dim(A) and





It is easy to see that χ(A,A) = 1 for any non-empty set A. Furthermore, one can readily
see that χ(A,B) ≥ 1 for any two non-empty sets A and B. The alignment index of more
than two sets is similarly defined as the ratio of the rational dimension of their union to
the maximum of the individual rational dimensions.
Now, consider two sequences An and Bn of sets where the cardinalities of An and Bn
grows to infinity as n→∞. We define the notion of asymptotic alignment as follows:
Definition 7 (Asymptotic alignment). Two sequences An and Bn of sets are called asymp-
totically aligned if lim supn→∞ χ(An,Bn) = 1.
The above definition can be generalized to more than two sequences of sets. In other
words, S sequences of sets A[1]n , · · · ,A[S]n are call asymptotically aligned if the lim sup of
their alignment index goes to unity as n→∞.
Consider two sequences of discrete random variables Xn and Yn that are uniformly
distributed over An and Bn, respectively. If An and Bn are asymptotically aligned, the
random sequences Xn and Yn will be called asymptotically aligned.
Example 1. Consider the following sequences of sets:
An = {an11 an22 an33 : ni ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}} , n = 1, 2, · · ·
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where a1, a2, and a3 are selected as three rationally independent real numbers such that for
every n all the elements of An are rationally independent. According to the Khintchine-
Groshev theorem, almost all triples of real numbers satisfy this condition. One can easily
confirm that dim(An) = (n + 1)3. Under this condition, the two sequences a1 · An and
a2 ·An of sets are asymptotically aligned. The reason is that [a1 · An
⋃
a2 · An] ⊂ An+1 and
hence χ(a1 · An, a2 · An) ≤ (n+2)
3
(n+1)3
which tends to one as n→∞.
2.4.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Consider a (K,M×N) IC where each user satisfies a power constraint P . For any ε > 0, we





(1−ε) log2 P −o(log2 P ),
showing that DoF ≥ KMN
M+N
.
In our achievable scheme, each transmitter uses its antennas separately, i.e., there is no
cooperation among transmit antennas of each user. In fact, user k relies on M independent
codebooks C[k]m (P, ε, τ), m = 1, · · · ,M , of block length τ where C[k]m (P, ε, τ) is associated
with its mth transmit antenna. Each codebook C[k]m (P, ε, τ), m ∈ M, is obtained by a
linear combination of N independent sub-codebooks C[k]mn(P, ε, τ), n = 1, · · · , N . More
precisely, the transmit symbol from the mth antenna of user k at time index t can be
expressed as:










m (1), · · · , X [k]m (τ)
)




mn(1), · · · , X [k]mn(τ)
)
∈ C[k]mn(P, ε, τ).
The sub-codebook C[k]mn(P, ε, τ) is intended to be decoded at the nth receive antenna of
user k. Each sub-codebook C[k]mn(P, τ) is in turn obtained by adding L independent sub-






mn`(t), t = 1, · · · , τ, (2.29)
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∈ C[k]mn`(P, ε, τ) and L ∈ N is a design parameter which will
be determined later. Each sub-sub-codebook C[k]mn`(P, ε, τ) is generated i.i.d. according to









mn` · {−Q,−Q+ 1, · · · , Q} , (2.30)
in which:
• Q , bP
1−ε
ν+2ε) c.
• γ is a normalizing constant selected such that the average transmit power of each
user does not exceed P . In Appendix A.3, we calculate the normalizing constant γ
and show that it is independent of ν and P .
• ν ∈ N is an important design parameter which controls the cardinality of Λ[k]mn`(P, ε)
as well as the magnitude of its elements. Since |Λ[k]mn`(P, ε)| = 2Q + 1 ≤ 2P
1−ε
ν+2ε + 1,
we refer to ν as the rate control parameter.
• ω[k]mn` is a real number which should be properly selected according to the channel
coefficients for the purpose of interference alignment.
Since γP
ν−2+4ε
2(ν+2ε) does not depend on m,n, and `, the symbol X
[k]
mn(t) can be considered
as a random integer linear combination of L real numbers ω
[k]
















mn`(t)’s are independently and uniformly distributed over {−Q,−Q + 1, · · · , Q}.
Each B
[k]
mn`(t) will be referred to as a data stream. By substituting (2.31) in (2.28), the
transmit symbol of user k on its mth antenna can be reformulated as:
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We observe that X
[k]









mn`, k ∈ K, m ∈ M, n ∈ N , ` ∈ L
act like beamforming vectors in signal space alignment and will be referred to as modulation







mn1, · · · , ω[k]mnL
}
. (2.33)
Since the NL pseudo-vectors h
[kk]
nm · Ω[k]mn, n ∈ N carry independent data streams, they are








= NL, ∀k ∈ K and ∀m ∈M. (2.34)
Using the above signalling scheme, the received signal at the nth antenna of receiver k at



























































































+ Z [k]n (t).
(2.36)
As we see from (2.35), the modulation pseudo-vectors from different transmit antennas of
different users appear in Y
[k]
n (t) after multiplication with the corresponding channel coeffi-




mn′` which is originated from the
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received pseudo-vector in Y
[k]
n (t). According to this terminology, Y
[k]
n (t) is a noisy version of
an integer linear combination of LMNK received pseudo-vectors. Each received pseudo-
vector has a data stream as its coefficient. We observe from (2.36) that three different
components appear in Y
[k]
n (t):
• The desired component which contains LM data streams. Each desired data stream
in Y
[k]
n (t) (i.e., B
[k]
mn`(t)) can be represented by an ordered pair (m, `), m ∈M, ` ∈ L.
• The self-interference component which contains LM(N − 1) data streams. All data
streams in this component are originated from transmitter k.
• The multi-user interference component which contains LMN(K − 1) data streams.
All the data streams in this component are originated from interfering users.
Let us define Ỹ
[k]
n (t) as the noise-free part of Y
[k]
n (t). The received pseudo-vectors in Ỹ
[k]
n (t)
are not necessarily rationally independent and therefore some of them may be expressed
as rational linear combinations of the rest. Let us momentarily assume that Ỹ
[k]
n (t) is
known at the nth antenna of receiver k. We then can recover a data stream from Ỹ
[k]
n (t)
provided that its corresponding received pseudo-vector can not be represented as a rational
linear combination of the other received pseudo-vectors in Ỹ
[k]
n (t). Accordingly, all the
desired data streams at the nth antenna of receiver k can be obtained from Ỹ
[k]













′ ∈ K, m ∈ M, n′ ∈ N , ` ∈ L, (k′, n′) 6= (k, n). This
condition will be referred to as the separability condition for the nth antenna of receiver
k, parallel to the separability condition for signal space alignment. According to this
terminology, if the separability condition holds at the nth antenna of receiver k, all the
desired data streams at the nth antenna of receiver k can be uniquely determined from
Ỹ
[k]
n . However, what we have received in the nth antenna of receiver k is Y
[k]
n which is a
noisy version of Ỹ
[k]
n . Therefore, to recover the desired data streams at the nth antenna of
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n . To this aim, let µ
[k]
n
denote the rational dimension of the received pseudo-vectors at the nth antenna of receiver
k. Apparently, µ
[k]
n ≤ LMNK. As we shall see shortly, if the rate control parameter ν in








n with high probability for all k ∈ K and all
n ∈ N .
Each user decodes its data on different receive antennas separately. In other words,
there is no cooperation among receive antennas of each user. There are ML desired data
streams at the signal received by each antenna of every user. To decode each part, we treat
the other parts as well as the interfering signals as i.i.d. noise and therefore as τ →∞ the












mn`|Y [k]n ), m ∈M, l ∈ L, (2.38)
where for the notational simplicity, we omitted the time index t. It is obvious that:
H(X
[k]





log2 P + 1. (2.39)
In the following, we prove that if the modulation pseudo-vectors at all transmitters are
selected such that the separability condition holds at all receive antennas of all receivers,





mn`|Y [k]n ) ≤ c0, ∀k ∈ K, ∀m ∈M, ∀n ∈ N , ∀` ∈ L, (2.40)






log2 P + o(log2 P ) by decoding the (m, `) data stream of its desired
signal component on the nth receive antenna. Since there are ML desired data streams in
the signal received by the nth antenna of user k and since ε can be made arbitrarily small,
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it follows that DoF ≥ LMNK
ν
.
Next, we show that (2.40) is valid under the above-mentioned conditions. Let


























n (P, ε) is the support set of the random variable Ỹ
[k]
n which is the noise-free
part of Y
[k]










|Y [k]n − θ|. (2.42)
An error may occur using this estimation whenever the absolute value of the additive
Gaussian noise Z
[k]
n is greater than half of the minimum distance of the set Θ
[k]
n (P, ε). That
is
Pr{̂̃Y [k]n 6= Ỹ [k]n } ≤ Pr
{
















where the last inequality follows from the properties of Gaussian distribution. As we





n ,∀m ∈ M and ∀l ∈ L. Hence, Pr{X̂ [k]mn` 6= X
[k]
mn`} ≤
Pr{̂̃Y [k]n 6= Ỹ [k]n }. Therefore, we can upper-bound H(X [k]mn`|Y [k]n ) using the data processing
and Fano’s inequalities [22]:
H(X
[k]
























log2 P + 1 + o(1)
]
(2.44)
Finally, we show that if ν is selected according to (2.37), then we almost always have
dmin(Θ
[k]
n (P, ε)) ≥ %P ε2 for some constant %. Accordingly, (2.40) follows from (2.44). If we
select ν as in (2.37), then each θ
[k]
n ∈ Θ[k]n (P, ε) is a rational linear combination of at most
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ni ’s, i = 1, · · · , ν, represent ν rationally independent received pseudo-vectors∗ at
the nth antenna of receiver k and δ
[k]
ni ’s , i = 1, · · · , ν are the corresponding integer coeffi-
cients. Since at most KM independent data streams may arrive along the same received
pseudo-vector T
[k]
ni , it follows that |δ[k]ni | ≤ KMQ. The minimum distance dmin(Θ[k]n (P, ε)) is
the minimum value of |θ[k]n − θ′[k]n |, ∀θ[k]n ∈ Θ[k]n (P, ε), ∀θ′[k]n ∈ Θ[k]n (P, ε) \ θ[k]n . The quantity
|θ[k]n − θ′[k]n | can be expressed as:










ni − δ′[k]ni )
∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.46)
According to the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem, for every ε > 0 there exists some constant







ni − δ′[k]ni )
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ c1(2KMQ)(ν−2)/2+ε (2.47)
for almost all received pseudo-vectors T
[k]
ni ’s, i = 1, · · · , ν. Therefore, the minimum distance
dmin(Θ
[k]
n (P, ε)) is lower-bounded by:
dmin(Θ
[k]







for almost all received pseudo-vectors T
[k]
ni ’s, i = 1, · · · , ν, where %′ = c1γ(2KM)−((ν−2)/2+ε)
is a constant independent of P . Since the lower-bound on the minimum distance is obtained
using the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem, we use the term “almost always” in statements
concerning our achievability result.





K, m ∈ M, n ∈ N , ` ∈ L satisfying the separability condition at all antennas of all
∗Note that according to the separability condition, out of these ν rationally independent received




mn`, m ∈M, ` ∈ L.
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receivers, the proposed scheme can achieve LMNK
ν
degrees of freedom where ν represents
the maximum number of rationally independent received pseudo-vectors across all receive
antennas of all users. In general, ν can be as large as LMNK and therefore DoF strongly
depends on the value of ν. In the sequel, we show that if the modulation pseudo-vectors
are properly selected according to the channel coefficients, the value of ν can approach
(M + N)L, and consequently, K MN
M+N
degrees of freedom is almost always achievable. As
mentioned earlier, reducing ν by an appropriate selection of modulation pseudo-vectors is
counterpart to the alignment condition in signal space alignment. We define H[k]m as the set
of channel coefficients from the mth antenna of user k to all receive antennas of different
users. That is:








2m , · · · , h[Kk]Nm }.







h[kk]nm .(H[k]m \ h[kk]nm )
]
. (2.49)
Note that each element of En is the product of two channel coefficients. That is if e ∈ En,




n′m for some k ∈ K, k′ ∈ K, m ∈ M, n′ ∈ N where
(k, n) 6= (k′, n′). One can verify that |En| = KM(KN −1), ∀n ∈ N . For a positive integer









mn(·) are functions described by:
ψ[k]mn(e) =
 Γ− 1, if e ∈ h
[kk]
nm .(H[k]m \ h[kk]nm )
Γ, Otherwise
. (2.51)
We claim that if the real numbers ω
[k]
mn` are selected from Ω
[k]
mn in (2.50), then the separability
condition holds at all antennas of all receivers and moreover ν can approach (M + N)L.
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First, we notice that elements of Ω
[k]
mn are different monomials in the variables ei’s and
therefore they are almost always linearly independent. From (2.49), (2.50), and (2.51),
one can verify that the number of modulation pseudo-vectors, L, which is equal to the
cardinality of Ω
[k]
mn, is given by
L = ΓKN−1(Γ + 1)(KM−1)(KN−1). (2.52)
Next, consider the received signal at the nth antenna of receiver k at time index t. From
(2.36), we see that:





nm )2 · Ω[k]mn.
• Received pseudo-vectors corresponding to the self-interference component of Y [k]n (t)
















• Received pseudo-vectors corresponding to the multi-user interference component of
Y
[k]




















nm )2 /∈ En, ∀k ∈ K, ∀m ∈ M, ∀n ∈ N , it follows that the received pseudo-
vectors corresponding to the desired component can not be expressed as rational linear
combinations of the other received pseudo-vectors and therefore the separability condition
holds at all antennas of all receivers. We then notice that:
h[kk]nmh
[kk]





n′m ∈ En′ , ∀m ∈M, k′ 6= k
. (2.53)
Since each element of Ω
[k]
mn′ , n
′ 6= n, is a monomial in the variables e′i’s where e′i ∈ En′ ,












is again a monomial in
e′i’s with a degree at most Γ for each variable. Similarly, since each element of Ω
[k′]
mn′ ,
k′ 6= k is a monomial in e′i’s where e′i ∈ En′ , and because of (2.53), each element of
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G [k]n ) ≤ N(Γ + 1)KM(KN−1). (2.54)
Therefore,
µ[k]n ≤ML+N(Γ + 1)KM(KN−1). (2.55)
Recall that µ
[k]
n is the rational dimension of the received pseudo-vectors at the nth antenna
of receiver k. We then have:
ν ≤ML+N(Γ + 1)KM(KN−1). (2.56)
Therefore, from (2.52) and (2.56) the achievable DoF is given by:
DoF =
KMNΓKN−1(Γ + 1)(KM−1)(KN−1)
MΓKN−1(Γ + 1)(KM−1)(KN−1) +N(Γ + 1)KM(KN−1)
.




We studied the fully conected K-user MIMO Gaussian IC with constant channel coeffi-
cients. New results on the DoF of channel are obtained. Using real interference alignment
technique, we developed a transmission scheme which can achieve a DoF value which is
higher than all previously known results. We also introduced a new upper-bound on the
DoF of this, which coincides with our achievable DoF when the number of users is larger
than some threshold, which depends on the number of transmit and receive antennas. Our
results reveal a complete characterization of DoF for a wide range of M , N , and K values.
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Interference alignment with Delayed
CSIT
In this chapter∗, we consider Gaussian interference and X channels in i.i.d. fading environ-
ment. It is assumed that transmitters have access to the CSI after a finite delay, a model
which is referred to as delayed CSIT model. In this model, the transmitters knowledge of
CSI becomes outdated prior to being used for the current transmission. We first study the
two-user MIMO interference channel. New achievable results on the degrees of freedom
(DoF) region of this channel are provided and shown to be tight for some antenna con-
figurations. It is observed that, depending on the antenna configuration, the DoF region
with delayed CSIT can collapse to the DoF region with no CSIT, strictly lie between DoF
regions with no CSIT and full CSIT, or coincide with the DoF region with full CSIT.
Next, we consider the two-user MIMO X channel. This is a generalization of the IC in
which there is an independent message from each transmitter to each receiver. Using a
new coding scheme, new achievable sum-DoFs are obtained which turn out to be tight for
all cases except possibly for 1/2 < N/M < 4/3. In specific, we show that the two-user
SISO X channel can achieve a DoF of 6/5 which is better than the previous result of 8/7.
∗Part of the work in this chapter has been presented in [46] and [47].
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We then further generalize our analysis to the K-user SISO X network, a network with K
transmitter-receiver pairs in which each transmitter has an independent message for each
receiver. We show that one can achieve 4
3
− 2
3(3K−1) DoF over this channel. Finally, the
K-user multiple-input single-output (MISO) interference channel with M ≥ K antennas at
each transmitter is investigated under the delayed CSIT assumption wherein a new lower
bound of 2K
K+1
on the sum-DoF is presented. Interference alignment is the main ingredient
of our transmission schemes to obtain DoF improvements over the no CSIT case. It is
realized retrospectively through a multi-phase transmission scheme in which each trans-
mitter uses its knowledge of past CSI to regulate its subsequent transmissions such that
the interference subspace at each receiver is not expanded.
3.1 System Model
An (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO Gaussian IC, i.e., a MIMO interference channel with Mi an-
tennas at transmitter i (TXi) and Nj antennas at receiver j (RXj), i, j ∈ {1, 2}, as shown
in Fig. 3.1a, is described by the following input-output relationship:
Y[j](t) = H[j1](t)X[1](t) + H[j2](t)X[2](t) + Z[j](t), j = 1, 2, (3.1)
where t, t = 1, 2, · · · , is the time index, X[i](t) ∈ CMi is the transmitted vector of TXi,
Y[j](t) ∈ CNj is the received vector at RXj, H[ji](t) ∈ CNj×Mi is the channel matrix
between TXi and RXj, and Z
[j](t) ∈ CNj is the complex AWGN vector at RXj. Each
transmitter is required to satisfy the power constraint P . TXi wishes to transmit message
Wi ∈ Wi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2τRi(P )} with rate Ri(P ) to RXi, i = 1, 2 over a block of τ channel
uses. We further assume that the channel coefficients are i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian
random variables across time and space and are independent of receivers’ noise.
An (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO X channel, as depicted in Fig. 3.1b, is defined by the same
input-output relationship (3.1) and under the power constraint P for each transmitter . In
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(a) The (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO IC (b) The (M,M,N,N) MIMO X channel
Figure 3.1: The two-user MIMO IC and X channel with delayed CSIT
the MIMO X channel, however, there are four independent messages: W11,W12,W21,W22,
where Wij denotes a message from TXi to RXj.
The X network is a generalization of X channel to the cases with more than two trans-
mitters or receivers. A K user X network models a communication system with K trans-
mitters and K receivers in which each transmitter has an independent message for every
receiver.
The K-user MISO Gaussian IC with M antennas at each transmitter consists of K
transmitter-receiver pairs in which each transmitter wishes to communicate with its in-
tended receiver.
The knowledge of CSI at the transmitters and receivers are summarized in the following
definition:
Definition 8 (Delayed CSIT for IC and X Channel). Each receiver knows all its incoming
channel coefficients in time slot t, perfectly and instantaneously, while having access to the
channel coefficients of the other receivers with one time slot delay. Each transmitter has
access to all channel coefficients after one time slot delay via noiseless feedback links.
Let H(t) denote the set of all channel coefficients at time slot t. A block code for
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interference channel with delayed CSIT is defined next.
Definition 9. A (2τR, τ) code of block length τ and rate R = (R[1], R[2]) for the two-
user MIMO Gaussian IC with delayed CSIT is defined as two sets of encoding functions





together with two decoding functions ψ
[k]
τ , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, such that
Ŵ [k] = ψ[k]τ ({Y[k](t)}τt=1, {H(t′)}τ−1t′=1, {H[kj](τ)}2j=1) (3.2)
The notions of achievable rate, capacity region, DoF region, and channel DoF are
defined exactly as in section 2.1. In the following, the DoF region of the two-user MIMO
IC with delayed CSIT will be denoted by Dd-CSIIC . Also, the DoF regions of this channel
with full and no CSIT will be denoted by Df-CSIIC and Dn-CSIIC , respectively.
The definition of a block code for the MIMO X channel, the K-user X network, and the
K-user MISO IC with delayed CSIT is similar to the two-user IC and will not be repeated
here. Also, the notions of an achievable rate and the capacity region are defined similarly.
The DoF region DX of the two-user X channel is also defined as in the IC case for the DoF
tuple (d11, d12, d21, d22). The sum-DoF (or simply DoF) of this channel is defined as:
DoFX , maxDX
(d11 + d12 + d21 + d22). (3.3)
The DoF of the X channel with delayed CSIT is denoted by DoFd-CSIX . In this work, we
study the MIMO X channel under the delayed CSIT assumption and with M1 = M2 = M ,
N1 = N2 = N , and denote its DoF by DoF
d-CSI
X (M,N). The DoFs region of this channel
with full and no CSIT are respectively denoted by DoFf-CSIX (M,N) and DoF
n-CSI
X (M,N).
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where DK-X denotes the DoF region of the K-user X network. The DoF of this channel
with delayed CSIT is denoted by DoFd-CSIK-X . Finally, the DoF of K-user MISO IC is defined
as
DoFK-IC(M) , maxDK-IC(M)
(d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dK), (3.5)
where DK-IC(M) denotes the DoF region of the K-user MISO IC with M antennas at each
transmitter. The DoF of this channel with delayed CSIT is denoted by DoFd-CSIK-IC (M). In
this work, we study the DoF of the K-user MISO IC under the delayed CSIT assumption
and with M ≥ K antennas at each transmitter.
3.2 Main Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Main Results
Consider the (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO Gaussian IC. Without loss of generality, we assign
index 2 to the user with more receive antennas, i.e., N2 ≥ N1. In the case of N1 = N2, we
assign index 2 to the user with less transmit antennas.
The following theorem provides an inner-bound on the DoF region of the two-user
MIMO IC with delayed CSIT:
Theorem 4. Dd-CSIIC ⊇ Dd-CSIIC,in , where the inner-bound on the DoF region is defined as
Dd-CSIIC,in ,
{
(d1, d2) ∈ R2+













I5 : (1 +
L
N1
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and
M ′k , min(Mk, N1 +N2), k = 1, 2, (3.7)
L , N1 +N2 −M ′1. (3.8)
The proof is presented in section 3.3.
We should point out here that some of the inequalities in (3.6) may be inactive for
some antenna configurations. Moreover, the tightness of the above inner bound for some
antenna configurations is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 5. The achievable DoF region described in Theorem 4 is tight in the following
cases:
a) M2 ≤ N1
b) N1 < M1 ≤ N2 and M2 ≥ N1 +N2
c) min(M1,M2) ≥ N1 +N2
d) M1 ≤ ∆ < N1 ≤ N2 < L < M2










The proof is presented in section 3.4.
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Remark 2. Theorem 4 has been reported in an independent and concurrent study [48].
They also showed that the achievable DoF region of Theorem 4 is tight for all antenna
configurations and gives the DoF region of the Channel.
The following theorem provides a lower-bound on the sum-DoF of the two user MIMO


































Furthermore, the above lower bound is tight for all values of M and N except possibly for
1/2 < N/M < 4/3.
The achievability proof is presented in section 3.5. The converse proof is presented in
the discussion.
Theorem 7. For the K-user X network with delayed CSIT, DoFd-CSIX ≥ 43 − 23(3K−1) .
The proof is presented in section 3.6.
Finally, Theorem 8 presents our result on the DoF of the K user MISO IC with delayed
CSIT:
Theorem 8. For M ≥ K, we have DoFd-CSIK-IC (M) ≥ 2KK+1 .
The proof is presented in section 3.7.
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3.2.2 Discussion
In the two-user MIMO IC with full CSIT, the channel DoF can be achieved using beam-
forming at transmitters and zero-forcing at receivers. To design appropriate beamforming
vectors, the knowledge of the current CSI at transmitters is crucial. In delayed CSIT
model, however, the transmitters only have access to past CSI and therefore the achievable
scheme of the full CSIT model is not applicable. As we shall see in our achievable scheme,
the knowledge of delayed CSIT can be exploited efficiently using the idea of interference
alignment. The core idea is that both transmitters first send a certain amount of informa-
tion intended for their corresponding receivers. As a result, a subspace of the signal space
at each receiver is occupied by interference. Then, each transmitter uses its knowledge of
past CSI to regulate its subsequent transmissions such that the pre-existing interference
subspace at each receiver is not expanded.
The DoF regions of the two-user MIMO IC with full CSIT and no CSIT have been
previously established and are restated here:
Theorem 9 (DoF region of two-user MIMO IC with full CSIT [39]). Let Df-CSIIC denote the
DoF region of the (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO IC with full CSIT. Then
Df-CSIIC =
{
(d1, d2) ∈ R2+
∣∣∣ 0 ≤ d1 ≤ min(M1, N1), 0 ≤ d2 ≤ min(M2, N2),
d1 + d2 ≤ min
{
M1 +M2, N1 +N2,max(M1, N2),max(M2, N1)
}}
.
Theorem 10 (DoF region of two-user MIMO IC with no CSIT [30], [28], [49]). Let Dn-CSIIC
denote the DoF region of the (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO IC with no CSIT. Then for N2 ≥ N1
Dn-CSIIC =
{
(d1, d2) ∈ R2+




(d2 − A) ≤ min(M1, N1)
}
,
where A , min(M1 +M2, N1)−min(M1, N1).
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To examine our achievable DoF region for the two-user MIMO IC with delayed CSIT,
we consider 10 possibilities for different values of M1, M2, N1, and N2, as summarized in
Table 3.1. These 10 classes cover all antenna configurations and are mutually exclusive. For
each class in Table 3.1, our achievable DoF region under the delayed CSIT assumption is
presented and compared with the DoF regions under full CSIT and no CSIT assumptions.
Fig. 3.2 also shows our achievable DoF region for each of these 10 classes. For each class
the achievable DoF region is a polygon whose corner points are labeled in the figure. Some
comments are in order:
• Our achievable DoF region with delayed CSIT is larger that the DoF region with no
CSIT except for classes C1 and C2.
• Delayed CSIT does not incur any loss in DoF compared to the full CSIT in classes
C6 and C7.
• In all antenna configurations except for class C4, the sum-DoF of the two-user MIMO
IC is the same regardless of the knowledge of CSI at transmitters. For class C4,
however, our achievable sum-DoF with delayed CSIT is strictly greater than the
channel sum-DoF with no CSIT. Moreover, based on the upper bound developed in
the proof of Theorem 5, one can conclude that, for this class, the channel sum-DoF
with delayed CSIT is also strictly less than that with full CSIT. For example, when
min(M1,M2) ≥ N1 +N2, the sum-DoF with no CSIT is equal to max(N1, N2) while







, and with full CSIT it is equal to
N1 +N2.
• In delayed CSIT model, each transmitter is assumed to have all the channel matrices
with a unit delay. However, in our achievable scheme, each transmitter only requires
to know a delayed version of its own channel matrices to all receivers (delayed local
CSIT).
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(a) C1 (b) C2 (c) C3
(d) C4 (e) C5 (f) C6 and C7










































DOF OF THE MIMO X CHANNEL WITH M ANTENNAS AT EACH TRANSMITTER AND N ANTENNAS AT EACH RECEIVER






































large K. In our achievable scheme, each transmitter only needs to know its channel matrices to the other
receivers with a unit delay and global delayed CSIT is not required at transmitters. To obtain a rough
upper-bound for the DoF of this channel, we allow transmitters to cooperate. Since cooperation does not
reduce capacity, the DoF of the K-user MISO IC with M antennas at each transmitter and delayed CSIT
is upper bounded by the DoF of a MK-user MISO broadcast channel with delayed CSIT, which from






IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we prove the DoF region stated in Theorem 1 is achievable. For illustration purpose,
we first elaborate our achievable scheme for a two-user MIMO IC with two antennas at each transmitter
and a single antenna at each receiver. We then prove our achievable scheme for general setting.
A. An Illustrative Example
Consider a two-user MIMO IC with M1 = M2 = 2 and N1 = N2 = 1. We first notice that the DoF
region of this channel with perfect CSIT is the unit square characterized by di ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. Also,
the DoF region with no CSIT is the time division region described by d1 + d2 ≤ 1. These regions are
depicted in Fig. 3. In the following, we show that the DoF region of this channel with delayed CSIT is
a quadrilateral whose corner points are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (2/3, 2/3) as depicted in Fig. 3. Since
the corner points (1, 0) and (0, 1) are trivially achievable, we only need to show the achievability of
(d1, d2) = (2/3, 2/3). To this end, we propose a transmission scheme which operates in two distinct
phases over three consecutive channel uses:
Phase I:
Figure 3.2: The achievable DoF region for the two-user MIMO IC with N2 ≥ N1 and
delayed CSIT (solid line). The DoF region of the same channel with no CSIT (dash-dot
line) and full CSIT (dashed line) are also presented for comparison.
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From [14] and [50], the DoF of the two-user MIMO X channel with full CSIT is given
by:








On the other hand, it was shown in [49] that with no CSIT, the DoF of this channel
collapses to:
DoFn-CSIX (M,N) = min(N, 2M). (3.13)
If we allow the transmitters in the (M,M,N,N) MIMO X channel to cooperate, we reach to
a two-user MIMO broadcast channel with 2M antennas at the transmitter and N antennas













Since cooperation cannot shrink the capacity region, the above DoF region can serve as
an outer-bound for the DoF region of the MIMO X channel with delayed CSIT by just
replacing d1 by d11 + d12 and replacing d2 by d21 + d22. From (3.14) and (3.15), one can
obtain the sum-DoF of the MIMO BC channel with delayed CSIT which is an upper-bound
for the sum-DoF of the MIMO X channel:
DoFd-CSIBC (2M,N) =
4 min(2M,N) min(M,N)
min(2M,N) + 2 min(M,N)
. (3.16)
Our achievable DoF results for the MIMO X channel with delayed CSIT are summarized
in Table 3.2 along with the channel DoFs with full and no CSIT and also the broadcast
upper-bound (3.16). From the table, one can make the following observations:
• For N
M
< 2, delayed CSIT improves the channel sum-DoF compared to the no CSIT
case.
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, our achievable sum-DoF is tight and characterize the channel
sum-DoF. It is interesting to note that the channel sum-DoF under the delayed CSIT
assumption lies strictly between channel sum-DoF with full CSIT and channel sum-
DoF with no CSIT. Also, for these cases the sum-DoF of the X channel with delayed
CSIT coincides with sum-DoF of the BC obtained by allowing cooperation between
transmitters.
• When M = N , our achievable DoF is equal to 6
5
N . Therefore, the DoF of SISO X
channel is lower-bound by 6
5




• The DoF of the MIMO X channel with feedback and delayed CSIT has been charac-
terized in [51]. Comparing their results with Theorem 6 reveals that in the presence
of delayed CSIT, feedback can only increase DoF for 1/2 < N/M < 4/3. We do not
know at this stage whether the gap between the achieved DoF and the outer bound
is due to the weakness of the coding scheme or a new outer bound is expected.
In [19], it has been proved that the K-user X network with a single antenna at each node
and with full CSIT has K
2
2K−1 degrees of freedom. Without CSIT, however, the DoF of
this channel collapses to one [49]. From Theorem 7, we can conclude that the DoF of the
single-antenna K-user X network with delayed CSIT is strictly greater than that with no
CSIT. Better achievable results on the DoF of X networks with K ≥ 3 users have been
recently presented in [36]..
The K-user MISO IC with M ≥ K antennas at each transmitter is known to have
K degrees of freedom with full CSIT. With no CSIT, however, the DoF of this channel
collapses to one. From Theorem 8, one can see that the DoF of this channel with delayed
CSIT is strictly greater than one. In our achievable scheme, each transmitter only needs
to know its channel matrices to the other receivers with a unit delay and global delayed
CSIT is not required at transmitters. To obtain a simple upper-bound for the DoF of
this channel, we allow transmitters to cooperate. Since cooperation does not reduce the
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Table 3.2: DoF of the MIMO X Channel with M antennas at each transmitter and N
antennas at each receiver

















































2M 2M 2M 2M
capacity, the DoF of the K-user MISO IC with M antennas at each transmitter and delayed
CSIT is upper bounded by the DoF of a MK-user MISO broadcast channel with delayed






3.3 Proof of Theorem 4
In this section, we prove the DoF region stated in Theorem 1 is achievable. For illustration
purpose, we first elaborate on our achievable scheme for a two-user MIMO IC with two
antennas at each transmitter and a single antenna at each receiver. We then present our
achievable scheme for general setting.
3.3.1 An Illustrative Example
Consider a two-user MIMO IC with M1 = M2 = 2 and N1 = N2 = 1. We first notice
that the DoF region of this channel with perfect CSIT is the unit square characterized by
di ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. Also, the DoF region with no CSIT is the time division region described by
d1 +d2 ≤ 1. These regions are depicted in Fig. 3.3. In the following, we show that the DoF
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region of this channel with delayed CSIT is a quadrilateral whose corner points are (0, 0),
(0, 1), (1, 0), and (2/3, 2/3) as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Since the corner points (1, 0) and (0, 1)
are trivially achievable, we only need to show the achievability of (d1, d2) = (2/3, 2/3).
To this end, we propose a transmission scheme which operates in two distinct phases over
three consecutive channel uses:
Phase I: This phase takes one channel use in which each transmitter sends two inde-
pendent coded symbols for its intended receiver. Specifically, let us assume that TX1 sends
the symbol u
[1]
r , r = 1, 2, over its rth transmit antenna while TX2 sends u
[2]
s , s = 1, 2, over
its sth transmit antenna. By neglecting the noise terms at the receiver side, the following








































where I [1](1) and I [2](1) are defined as:














According to the delayed CSIT assumption, each transmitter has access to the channel
coefficients by a unit delay. Therefore, TX1 and TX2 have respectively access to I
[2](1)
and I [1](1) by the end of this phase. From (3.17), one can observe that if we deliver both





2 ). A similar observation can be made for RX2. Hence, our goal in Phase II
boils down to delivering I [1](1) and I [2](1) to both receivers.
Phase II: In this phase, we deliver I [1](1) and I [2](1) to both receivers. This can be
simply accomplished in two channel uses by time division.
Since each transmitter has sent two independent information symbols for its intended
receiver in three channel uses, the DoF pair (2/3, 2/3) has been achieved. In Section 3.4,
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Figure 3.3: The DoF region of the two-user MIMO IC with M1 = M2 = 2 and N1 = N2 = 1
and under different assumption on CSIT information: full CSIT (dashed line), delayed
CSIT (solid line), no CSIT (dash-dot line)
we will prove that the above region is indeed the DoF region of the (2, 2, 1, 1) MIMO IC
with delayed CSIT.
3.3.2 Proof of Achievability for General Setting
We now proceed to prove our achievability result for the general (M1,M2, N1, N2) MIMO
IC. Our transmission scheme consists of W consecutive channel uses during which each
transmitter operates in two distinct phases. Specifically, TXk, k = 1, 2, has two phases of
transmission: Phase I-k which spans the first Wk channel uses and Phase II-k which takes
the remaining W −Wk channel uses. In the following, we describe the transmission phases
for TXk, k = 1, 2, in detail:
Phase I-k: TXk sends random linear combinations of µk information symbols for its
intended receiver at each channel use of this phase, where µk ≤M ′kWk will be determined
later and M ′k is defined by (3.7). Due to the interference, it is not generally possible for
RXk to solve the equations received in Phase I-k for its desired information symbols. In
Phase II-k, TXk exploits its knowledge of the past CSI to provide the receivers with useful
equations that can eventually help them to resolve their intended symbols.
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Phase II-k: No fresh information symbol is sent over the channel during this phase.
According to the delayed CSIT assumption, TXk has access to all channel coefficients of
Phase I-k, and thereby, is aware of the interference terms observed by its non-intended
receiver (RXk̄) during that phase. By retransmission of these interference terms, TXk
enables its non-intended receiver to cancel the effect of interference observed in Phase I-k.
Specifically, let I
[k]
n (j), 1 ≤ n ≤ Nk, denote the interference observed by the nth receive
antenna of RXk at the j
th channel use. At each channel use of Phase II-k, TXk transmits
Mk random linear combinations of the Nk̄Wk interference terms {I [k]n (j) : 1 ≤ n ≤ Nk̄, 1 ≤
j ≤ Wk} over its transmit antennas.
Each term I
[1]
n (j), 1 ≤ j ≤ W2, contains µ2 independent symbols transmitted by TX2
in Phase I-2. Similarly, I
[2]
n (j), 1 ≤ j ≤ W1, contains µ1 independent symbols transmitted
by TX1 in Phase I-1. Hence, during Phase I-2, RX1 observes min(µ2, N1W2) independent
interference terms across all its receive antennas. Likewise, RX2 observes min(µ1, N2W1)
independent interference terms across all its receive antennas during Phase I-1.
Before we go into the details, we show that inequalities I1 − I4 in (3.6) can be easily
obtained using an equation counting argument in our achievable scheme: RX1 needs to
decode its µ1 desired information symbols transmitted by TX1 during Phase I-1 along with
the min(µ2, N1W2) independent interference terms caused by TX2 during Phase I-2. Since
there are N1 antennas at RX1, it obtains N1W equations over the entire transmission
scheme. Therefore, a necessary condition for RX1 to resolve the desired variables and
interference terms is given by:
µ1 + min(µ2, N1W2) ≤ N1W. (3.18)
Similarly, the following condition is necessary at RX2:
µ2 + min(µ1, N2W1) ≤ N2W. (3.19)
By selecting µk = M
′







, (3.18) and (3.19) yield the inequalities I2 and I4 in (3.6).
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From Wi
W
≤ 1, k = 1, 2, it follows that d1 ≤ M1 and d2 ≤ M2, which are the same as the
inequalities I1 and I3 in (3.6). Since for classes C3 − C8, the inequality I5 in (3.6) is not
active, the proof of Theorem 4 for these classes boils down to the sufficiency of the above
equation counting argument. For classes C9 and C10, however, the above equation counting
argument is not sufficient and we need to consider the additional inequality I5.
Next, we derive sufficient conditions on µ1, µ2, W1, W2, and W that guarantee the





) by our transmission scheme. To this end, we
need to ensure the rank of NkW equations available at RXk, k = 1, 2, is not less than the
total number of desired quantities in that receiver. Let U[k] represent the vector containing





















[m:n], n ≥ m, denote the vector containing all the transmitted signals by TXk




[k](m))T , (X[k](m+ 1))T , · · · , (X[k](n))T ]T . (3.22)
According to our transmission scheme, at each channel use, the information symbols of
each transmitter are multiplied by some precoding matrix before transmission. Let F
[k]
[m:n]













are respectively the precoding matrices of TX1 in the first







are respectively the precoder matrices of TX2 in the first and
second phase of transmission with respective sizes M2W2 × µ2 and M2(W −W2)× µ2. It
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however, are selected according to the delayed CSIT as we will see in the following. We
define H
[ji]
[m:n], n ≥ m, as a block diagonal matrix containing the channel matrices from TXi





H[ji](m),H[ji](m+ 1), · · · ,H[ji](n)
)
. (3.24)
Since at phase two, each transmitter sends random linear combinations of interference terms






































are random matrices with respective sizes M1(W −W1)×
N2W1 and M2(W −W2)×N1W2.
The vector Y
[k]






































is equal to min(N1W2, µ2)
§, all these terms can be expressed



























are of size N1W2 × min(N1W2, µ2) and min(N1W2, µ2) × µ2 re-







§Note that µ2 ≤M2W2.
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. The vector of independent interference
terms at RX1 can then be defined as:
I[1] , R[12][1:W2]U
[2] (3.28)
By repeating the above argument for RX2, the vector of independent interference terms at




















RXk wishes to decode the vector of information symbols U
[k]; however, to this end, it
requires to decode the vector I[k] of independent interference terms as well. Let us define
the vector E[k] as the vector containing all the variables that should be decoded at RXk,
i.e.,
E[k] , [(U[k])T , (I[k])T ]T . (3.31)
Note that E[1] and E[2] are of sizes µ1+min(N1W2, µ2) and µ2+min(N2W1, µ1) respectively.
Using (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25), we can re-express (3.26) in the following form:
Y
[k]
[1:W ] = P
[k]E[k], k = 1, 2, (3.32)
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where it is assumed that W1 < W2
§.
To ensure RXk can obtain E
[k] from (3.32), we need to show that the rank of matrix
P[k] is not less than the size of E[k]. That is,
rank(P[k]) ≥ µk + min(NkWk̄, µk̄), k = 1, 2. (3.34)
We define:
u , arg max
k
{Wk},
` , {1, 2}\{u}.
(3.35)
In Appendix B.1, it is proved that the rank of P[k] is given by:
rank(P[k]) = min
{










































From (3.36), one can infer that the rank condition (3.34) is equivalent to the following
condition:
µk + min(µk̄, NkWk̄) ≤ r[k]1 + r[k]2 + r[k]3 , k = 1, 2. (3.38)
To show that Dd-CSIIC,in is indeed achievable by our transmission scheme, we need to prove
that all its corner points are achievable. In order to show that a given corner point (d∗1, d
∗
2) is
§When W1 ≥ W2, P[1] and P[2] are again given by (3.33) but with different sizes of the constituting
sub-matrices.
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W ∗ , and the rank conditions (3.38). In Table 3.3, for each nontrivial
corner point in class C3 − C10, the appropriate values of W ∗, W ∗1 , W ∗2 , µ∗1, and µ∗2 which
satisfy d∗1 =
µ∗1




W ∗ are presented. Thus, the proof of achievability for each corner
point boils down to verification of the rank conditions (3.38) with corresponding values of






2 in Table 3.3. Also, we can further simplify the proof using the
following observations:
• The achievability of T1 for class C3 simply follows from the achievability of T5 for
class C9. The reason is that if (M1,M2, N1, N2) ∈ C3, then (N1,M ′2, N1, N2) ∈ C9.
Therefore, if in class C3, TX1 uses only N1 out of its M1 antennas§ and TX2 uses
only M ′2 out of its M2 antennas, the achievability of T1 for class C3 will result from
achievability of T5 for class C9.
• The achievability of T3 for class C5 simply follows from the achievability of T3 for
class C8. The reason is that if (M1,M2, N1, N2) ∈ C5, then (M1,M2, N1,M2) ∈ C8.
Therefore, if RX2 in class C5 uses only M2 out of its N2 antennas†, the achievability
of T3 for class C5 will result from achievability of T3 for class C8.
• The achievability of T6 for classes C9 and C10 follows from the achievability of T3 for
class C8. In fact, one can readily show that if (M1,M2, N1, N2) ∈ {C9, C10}, then
(M1, N1 +N2−M1, N1, N2) ∈ C8. Since T3 is achievable for class C8, if TX2 uses only
N1 +N2−M1 out of its M2 transmit antennas‡, we can achieve T3 for classes C9 and
C10 with M2 replaced by N1 + N2 −M1. Moreover, it is easy to see that the corner
point T6 in (M1,M2, N1, N2) ∈ {C9, C10} MIMO IC is exactly equal to the corner
point T3 in (M1, N1 +N2 −M1, N1, N2) ∈ C8.
Therefore, to complete the proof of Theorem 4, we only need to prove the following cases:
§Note that M1 ≥ N1 for class C3.
†Note that N2 > M2 for class C5.
‡Recall that for class C9 and C10, we have: ∆ < M1 ≤ N1 ≤ N2 < N1 +N2 −M1 < M2.
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Table 3.3: Appropriate parameters for our transmission scheme for each corner point in
class C3 − C10







T1 C3 M ′2 −N1 W ∗ N2 −N1 N1(M ′2 −N2) M ′2W ∗2
T2 C4 M ′1M ′2−N1N2 N1(M ′2−N2) N2(M ′1−N1) M ′1W ∗1 M ′2W ∗2
T3 C5, C8 N1 W ∗ N1 −M1 M1W ∗1 M2W ∗2
T4 C6, C7 min(M2, L) W ∗ N2 −M1 M1W ∗1 min(M2,L)W ∗2
T5 C8, C9 M2 −N1 W ∗ N2 −N1 N1(M2 −N2) M2W ∗2
T6 C9, C10 N1 W ∗ N1 −M1 M1W ∗1 AW ∗2
T7 C9 N1+L−M2 W ∗ N1 −M1 N1(N1+N2−M2) M2W ∗2
T8 C10 L W ∗ N2 −M1 N21 N2L−N21
• The achievability of T2 for class C4 which is explained in the following.
• The achievability of T3 for class C8 (see Appendix B.2)
• The achievability of T4 for classes C6 and C7 (see Appendix B.3)
• The achievability of T5 for classes C8 and C9 (see Appendix B.4)
• The achievability of T7 for class C9 (see Appendix B.5)
• The achievability of T8 for class C10 (see Appendix B.6)
As a showcase, we prove the achievability of corner point T2 of class C4 in the following.
According to Table 3.3, we only need to show thatW ∗ = M ′1M
′
2−N1N2, W ∗1 = N1(M ′2−N2),
W ∗2 = N2(M
′
1 − N1), µ∗1 = M ′1W ∗1 , and µ∗2 = M ′2W ∗2 satisfy the rank conditions in (3.38).
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∗ −W ∗u ),min
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Mk(W









∗ −W ∗u ),
where (a) and (b) are true since min(M ′1,M
′
2) > N2 > N1 in class C4. To prove (c), we











1 ≥ N2(W ∗ −W ∗2 ). (3.39)
To do so, we note that W ∗ = W ∗1 +
M ′2
N2
W ∗2 , and therefore, (3.39) is reduced to M
′
2 ≤ N1+N2
which is obviously true due to (3.7).







∗, k = 1, 2.

























and therefore, the rank conditions (3.38) are met with equality and the proof is complete.
3.4 Proof of Theorem 5
In this section, we prove the tightness of our achievable DoF region for the antenna config-
urations stated in Theorem 5. The DoF region of the two-user MIMO IC with full CSIT
is obviously an outer-bound for the DoF region of the same channel with delayed CSIT.
Also, by allowing transmitters to cooperate, the two-user MIMO IC is converted into the
two-user MIMO broadcast channel (BC) whose DoF region with delayed CSIT has been
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characterized [52], [33]. Since cooperation does not shrink the capacity region, the DoF
region of the resulting MIMO BC is also an outer-bound for DoF region of the original





where Dd-CSIBC is the union of all (d1, d2) ∈ R2+ which satisfy the following two inequalities:
d1









min(M1 +M2, N1 +N2)
≤ 1.
(3.41)
In Fig. 3.4, for each of the classes C1 − C10, the regions Df-CSIIC and Dd-CSIBC are depicted
together with the achievable region Dd-CSIIC,in . The following conclusions can be inferred from
this figure:
• For class C1, the DoF regions with full CSIT and no CSIT coincide and are equal to
Dd-CSIIC,in . Therefore, any kind of CSI at transmitters provides no benefit in terms of
DoF for this class. This corresponds to case a) in Theorem 5.
• For class C3, the region Dd-CSIIC,out is described by d1N1 +
d2
N1+N2
≤ 1 and d1 + d2 ≤ N2. On




this class. Therefore, the achievable DoF region is tight provided that M2 ≥ N1 +N2.
This corresponds to case b) in Theorem 5.
• For class C4, Dd-CSIIC,out = Dd-CSIBC and is described by d1N1+N2 +
d2
N2





On the other hand, the region Dd-CSIIC,in is described by d1M ′1 +
d2
N2





Therefore, the achievable DoF region is tight when min(M1,M2) ≥ N1 + N2. This
corresponds to case c) in Theorem 5.
• For classes C6 and C7, Dd-CSIIC,in = Dd-CSIIC,out = Df-CSIIC which is described by d1 ≤ M1 and
d1 + d2 ≤ N2. This corresponds to cases d) and e) in Theorem 5.
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(a) C1 (b) C2 (c) C3
(d) C4 (e) C5 (f) C6 and C7
(g) C8 (h) C9 (i) C10
Figure 3.4: Outer-bounds on the DoF region of the two-user MIMO IC with N2 ≥ N1 and
delayed CSIT for different classes: BC outer-bound and the full CSIT outer-bound are
respectively represented by dash-dot and dashed lines. Our achievable DoF region (solid
line) is also presented for comparison.
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3.5 Proof of Theorem 6
We consider each of the five cases in Theorem 6 separately:
a) 2 ≤ N
M
In this case, the channel DoFs with full and no CSIT coincide and are equal to 2M .






Our transmission scheme consists of three phases: Phase I is dedicated to RX1, i.e., in
this phase, each transmitter sends some information symbols desired by RX1. In Phase
II, which is assigned to RX2, each transmitter sends some information symbols for RX2.
Finally, in Phase III, each transmitter sends some redundant information to help receivers
to resolve their desired symbols. In the following, we assume that a variables are desired
by RX1 and b variables are desired by RX2. The details of our transmission scheme are as
follows:
Phase I: This phase takes one channel use in which each of TX1 and TX2 sends M
independent information symbols for RX1. Let a
[k]
1 , · · · , a[k]M , k ∈ {1, 2}, denote the TXk
transmitted symbols during Phase I. By the end of this phase, RX1 has N equations in
terms of 2M desired unknowns. Since 2M > N , RX1 needs 2M − N extra equations to
be able to resolve its desired information symbols. Now, let us look at the second receiver:
RX2 has also N equations which contain no information for RX2 and can serve as the
extra equations RX1 needs in order to resolve its intended symbols. Each of these N
equations, however, is a linear combination of information symbols of both transmitters,
and therefore, can not be locally generated at one transmitter. To overcome this problem,
RX2 eliminates M variables a
[2]
1 , · · · , a[2]M from its received equations§ to obtain N − M
§This can be simply accomplished by solving a
[2]
1 , · · · , a
[2]
M in terms of other unknowns and then substi-
tuting them in the remaining equations.
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linearly independent equations which are solely in terms of a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]M . Let J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]N−M
denote these equations. RX2 can also eliminate M variables a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]M to obtain N −M
linearly independent equations which are solely in terms of a
[2]
1 , · · · , a[2]M . These equations
are denoted by V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]N−M . Therefore, from theN received equations at RX2, 2(N−M)
equations are formed† which are solely in terms of information symbols of one transmitter.
According to the delayed CSIT assumption, TX1 has access to J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]N−M at the end
of Phase I. Similarly, TX2 has access to V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]N−M at the end of Phase I. Since
2(N−M) ≥ 2M−N , if we somehow deliver any 2M−N of J [2]1 , · · · , J [2]N−M , V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]N−M
to RX1, it has enough equations to resolve its desired information symbols. This goal will
be achieved in Phase III.
Phase II: This phase is similar to Phase I by exchanging the role of receivers. During
this phase, each of TX1 and TX2 sends M information symbols for RX2. Let b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]M
denote the information symbols transmitted by TX1 and b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]M denote the informa-
tion symbols transmitted by TX2. RX1 can eliminate the variables b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]M from its
received equations to obtain N −M equations V [1]1 , · · · , V [1]N−M which are solely in terms of
b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]2M . RX1 can also eliminate the variables b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]M from its received equations
to obtain N −M equations J [1]1 , · · · , J [1]N−M which are solely in terms of b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]M . Since
2(N−M) ≥ 2M−N , if we somehow deliver any 2M−N of J [1]1 , · · · , J [1]N−M , V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]N−M
to RX2, it has enough equations to resolve its desired information symbols. This goal will
be achieved in Phase III.




1 is solely in terms of information symbols of
TX1 and the channel coefficients in the first and second channel uses. Therefore, according





1 to RX1, it can eliminate the effect of J
[1]
1 to obtain J
[2]
1 which is a useful





to RX2, it can eliminate the effect of J
[2]
1 to obtain J
[1]
1 which is a useful equation in terms




1 is a useful equation for both
†Note that 2(N −M) ≤ N .
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receivers. Since each receiver only needs 2M − N extra equations to resolve its desired
symbols, our goal in Phase III it to deliver the 2M − N linear combinations J [1]1 + J [2]1 ,






1 , · · · , V [1]3M−2N + V
[2]
3M−2N to both receivers. Since there are
N antennas at each receiver, this can be simply accomplished in 2M−N
N
channel uses§.




channel uses, we have achieved a DoF of 4MN
2M+N
.




Our transmission scheme for this case consists of three phases as follows:
Phase I: This phase takes two channel uses. At each channel use, TX1 sendsM indepen-
dent information symbols for RX1. Let a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]2M denote the TX1 transmitted symbols
during Phase I. TX2 sends 3N − 2M information symbols intended for RX1 in this phase
by transmitting random linear combinations of these symbols over its transmit antennas.




we have 0 < 3N − 2M < 2M . Let a[2]1 , · · · , a[2]3N−2M denote
TX2 transmitted symbols during Phase I. By the end of Phase I, RX2 has 2N equations in
terms of 2M + 3N − 2M = 3N unknowns. From this system of equations, RX2 can elimi-
nate 3N−2M variables a[2]1 , · · · , a[2]3N−2M to obtain 2N−(3N−2M) = 2M−N independent
equations which are solely in terms of a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]2M . Let J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]2M−N denote these equa-
tions. RX2 can also eliminate 2M variables a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]2M to obtain 2N − 2M = 2(N −M)
independent equations which are solely in terms of a
[2]
1 , · · · , a[2]3N−2M . Let V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]2(N−M)
denote these equations. Thus, from the 2N received equations at RX2 during Phase I,
2M −N + 2(N −M) = N independent equations are formed which are solely in terms of
information symbols of one transmitter. Since RX1 needs 3N−2N = N extra equations to
resolve its received symbols during Phase I, we should deliver all the linear combinations
J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]2M−N , V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]2(N−M) to RX1. This goal is accomplished in Phase III.
Phase II: This phase takes two channel uses. At each channel use, TX1 sends M
independent information symbols for RX2. Let b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]2M denote the TX1 transmitted
§Note that the fractional channel uses can be easily handled by sufficient repetition of Phase I and
Phase II.
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symbols during Phase II. TX2 sends 3N−2M information symbols intended for RX2 in this
phase by transmitting random linear combinations of these symbols over its transmit an-
tennas. Let b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]3N−2M denote TX2 transmitted symbols during Phase II. From its re-
ceived equations during Phase II, RX1 can eliminate 3N−2M variables b[2]1 , · · · , b[2]3N−2M to
obtain 2M−N equations which are solely in terms of b[1]1 , · · · , b[1]2M . Let J
[1]
1 , · · · , J [1]2M−N de-
note these equations. RX1 can also eliminate 2M variables b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]2M to obtain 2(N−M)
equations which are solely in terms of b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]3N−2M . Let V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]2(N−M) denote these
equations. RX2 requires all the linear combinations J
[1]
1 , · · · , J [1]2M−N , V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]2(N−M) to
resolve its desired symbols. This goal is achieved in Phase III.




1 is solely in terms of information symbols of
TX1 and the channel coefficients in the first and second channel uses. Therefore, according





1 to both receivers, each of them will obtain a useful equation in terms
of its desired information symbols. Since each receiver needs N extra equations to resolve











1 , · · · , V [1]2(N−M) + V
[2]
2(N−M) to both receivers. This can be
simply accomplished in one channel use§.
Since 6N information symbols were transmitted in 2 + 2 + 1 = 5 channel uses, we have








Our transmission scheme consists of three phases as follows:
Phase I: This phase takes two channel uses. At each channel use, TX1 sends M in-
dependent information symbols for RX1. Let a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]2M denote the TX1 transmitted
symbols during Phase I. TX2 sends 2N − M information symbols intended for RX1 in
the first channel use and retransmits them in the second channel use. Notice that since
§Note that 2M −N < M and 2(N −M) < M .
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< 1 we have 0 < 2N − M < M . Let a[2]1 , · · · , a[2]2N−M denote TX2 transmit-
ted symbols during Phase I. By the end of Phase I, RX2 has 2N equations in terms of
2M + 2N − M = M + 2N unknowns. From this system of equations, RX2 can elimi-
nate 2N −M variables a[2]1 , · · · , a[2]2N−M to obtain M equations which are solely in terms
of a
[1]
1 , · · · , a[1]2M . Let J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]M denote these equations. Since the linear combinations
J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]M are in terms of TX1 symbols and according to the delayed CSIT assumption,
TX1 has access to these linear combinations at the end of Phase I. If we somehow de-
liver J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]M to RX1, it will have enough equations to resolve its desired information
symbols. This goal will be achieved at Phase III.
Phase II: This phase is similar to Phase I by exchanging the role of receivers. By the
end of this phase, TX1 and TX2 have respectively sent 2N −M and 2M fresh information
symbols intended for RX2. Let b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]2N−M denote the information symbols transmitted
by TX1 and b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]2M denote the information symbols transmitted by TX2. Similar to
Phase I, RX1 can eliminate the variables b
[1]
1 , · · · , b[1]2N−M from the 2N equations available
at this receiver to obtain M equations in terms of b
[2]
1 , · · · , b[2]2M . Let V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]M denote
these equations. Similar to Phase I, TX2 has access to these linear combinations at the
end of Phase II. If we somehow deliver V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]M to RX2, it will have enough equations
to resolve its desired information symbols. This goal will be achieved at Phase III.
Phase III: Our objective in this phase is to deliver J
[2]
1 , · · · , J [2]M to RX1 and to deliver
V
[1]
1 , · · · , V [1]M to RX2. Since V
[2]
1 , · · · , V [2]M are available at both TX1 and RX2 and since
J
[1]
1 , · · · , J [1]M are available at both TX2 and RX1, Phase III will be accomplished in MN
channel uses†.












†Note that the fractional channel uses can be easily handled by sufficient repetition of Phase I and
Phase II.
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Since the MIMO interference channel is contained in the MIMO X channel and the DoF
of the two-user MIMO IC with M ≥ 2N is equal to 4
3
N (see class C4), we can conclude
that 4
3
N is also an achievable DoF for the two-user MIMO X channel.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 7
In this section, we prove Theorem 7 for the case of K = 3. The proof for the general case
immediately follows from the solution to the 3-user network .
We wish to prove that 5
4
DoF are achievable on the 3-user X network with delayed CSIT.
To this aim, we consider 12 channel uses over which a total of 15 independent information
symbols will be transmitted. More precisely, during 12 channel uses, each transmitter can
send two independent information symbols to one receiver and a single information symbol
to the other two receivers. In the following, we are assumed that u variables are intended
for receiver one, v variables are intended for receiver two, and w variables are intended for
receiver three. Our transmission scheme consists of four phases:
Phase 1 consists of the three channel uses and is dedicated to receiver one. In each chan-
nel use of this phase, transmitter one sends a new information symbol for receiver one.
Transmitter two sends an information symbol for receiver one in its first channel use and
retransmits it in the next two channel uses of this phase. Transmitter 3 acts like trans-











1 be the information symbols sent by transmitter two and three, respectively. The








































3 . Let L
[21] denote this
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3 . Let L
[31] denote this linear combination. Note that L[21] and
L[31] are almost surely linearly independent.
Phase 2 consists of the three channel uses and is dedicated to receiver two. In each
channel use of this phase, transmitter two sends a new information symbol for receiver
two. Transmitter one sends an information symbol for receiver two in its first channel
use and retransmits it in the next two channel uses of this phase. Transmitter 3 acts like











1 be the information symbols sent by transmitter one and three, respectively.








































3 . Let L
[12] denote this







3 . Let L
[32] denote this linear combination. Note that L[12] and
L[32] are almost surely linearly independent.
Phase 3 consists of the three channel uses and is dedicated to receiver three. In each
channel use of this phase, transmitter three sends a new information symbol for receiver
three. Transmitter one sends an information symbol for receiver three in its first channel
use and retransmits it in the next two channel uses of this phase. Transmitter 2 acts like











1 be the information symbols sent by transmitter one and two, respectively.
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3 . Let L
[13] denote this linear







3 . Let L
[23] denote this linear combination. Note that L[13] and L[23] are
almost surely linearly independent.
Phase 4 consists of the three channel uses. No new information symbol is transmitted
during this phase. In the first channel use of this phase, transmitter one sends L[21],
transmitter two sends L[12], and transmitter three sends nothing. In the second channel use
of this phase, transmitter one sends L[31], transmitter two sends nothing, and transmitter
three sends L[13]. Finally, in the last channel use of this phase, transmitter one sends
nothing, transmitter two sends L[32], and transmitter three sends L[23].
Now, we argue that each receiver has enough number of equations to resolve its intended
information symbols. First, we note that by the end of phase 3, receiver one knows L[12]
and L[13], receiver two knows L[21] and L[23], and receiver three knows L[31] and L[32]. We
now consider each receiver separately:
Receiver 1: By the knowledge of L[12] and L[13], this receiver can resolve L[21] and L[31]
during the phase 4. Moreover, y[1](1), y[1](2), y[1](3), L[21], and L[31] form a system of linear








1 , and u
[3]
1 . One can readily check that these
equations are almost surely linearly independent and hence receiver one can extract its
desired symbols by solving this system of linear equations.
Receiver 2: By the knowledge of L[21] and L[23], this receiver can resolve L[12] and L[32]
during the phase 4. Moreover, y[2](4), y[2](5), y[2](6), L[12], and L[32] form a system of linear








3 , and v
[3]
1 . One can readily check that these
equations are almost surely linearly independent and hence receiver two can extract its
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desired symbols by solving this system of linear equations.
Receiver 3: By the knowledge of L[31] and L[32], this receiver can resolve L[13] and L[23]
during the phase 4. Moreover, y[3](7), y[3](8), y[3](9), L[13], and L[23] form a system of linear








2 , and w
[3]
3 . One can readily check that
these equations are almost surely linearly independent and hence receiver one can extract
its desired symbols by solving this system of linear equations.
3.7 Proof of Theorem 8
In this section, we prove that a sum-DoF of 2K
K+1
is achievable for the MISO IC with M ≥ K
antennas at each transmitter and with delayed CSIT. Our transmission scheme consists of
two phases:
Phase I: This phase takes K channel uses. Only TXk is active at channel use k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Let us consider channel use k: At this channel use, TXk sends K independent information
symbols over its first K antennas§. Each receiver then observes a linear combination of
these symbols. RXk can decode its desired information symbols if it is provided with all of
the linear combinations observed in other receivers. This is the objective of Phase II. Note
that by the end of Phase I, RXk has received a linear combination in terms of information
symbols desired by RX1, a linear combination in terms of information symbols desired by
RX2, · · · , and a linear combination in terms of information symbols desired by RXK .





channel uses. No new information symbol is transmitted
during this phase. At each channel use, only two transmitters are active and all other






for such a selection. By transmitting their respective linear combinations received in Phase
I, these two users can exchange the linear combinations they know about each other in one
channel use. After K(K−1)/2 channel uses, each receiver has enough linear combinations
to decode its own information symbols.
§The remaining M −K antennas are inactive.
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Since K2 information symbols have been transmitted in K+K(K− 1)/2 channel uses,





and the proof is complete.
3.8 Conclusion
We obtained new results on the DoF region of the two-user MIMO Gaussian IC with
delayed CSIT. The tightness of our achievable scheme was proved for some antenna config-
urations. The two-user MIMO X channel, K-user X network, and K-user MISO IC were
also considered wherein new achievable DoF results were obtained and shown to be tight
in some cases.
Interference alignment was the main ingredient of our transmission schemes to obtain
DoF improvements over the no CSIT case. It was realized by a multi-phase transmission in
which each transmitter uses its knowledge of past CSI to regulate its subsequent transmis-
sions such that the interference subspace at each receiver is not expanded. Even though
we showed DoF improvement over the no CSIT case, the problem of DoF characterization
for the two-user MIMO X channel and K-user MISO IC with delayed CSIT remains open




In this dissertation, we studied interference alignment as a powerful technique for inter-
ference mitigation in wireless networks. Our main focus was on MIMO wireless networks
with distributed transmitters and receivers, namely IC and X channel. To make progress,
channel DoF, which provides a first order approximation of the channel capacity, was used
as the figure of merit. The slightest improvement in the channel DoF is translated to
an unbounded gap in the channel capacity in high-SNR regime. Therefore, DoF inves-
tigation of channels whose capacity region are unknown have a profound impact on our
understanding of the behavior of these channels in practical ranges of SNR.
In Chapter 2, we studied the K-user MIMO IC with constant channel coefficients.
Constant channels with distributed transmitters and receivers (like IC and X channel) do
not lend themselves to solutions based on the signal space interference alignment and in
most cases there is a gap between the lower and upper bound results obtained using this
approach. We started by extending a recently introduced interference alignment technique,
known as real alignment, to the more general case of constant MIMO ICs. Using this
method, we obtained a new achievable DoF for the K-user constant MIMO Gaussian
interference channel. Our achievable DoF result outperforms the existing results which are
based on the signal space interference alignment. To evaluate our achievability scheme,
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we developed a new upper-bound on the DoF of the K-user MIMO Gaussian interference
channel. Our upper-bound, which is valid for both constant and time-varying channels, is
the tightest known bound for the K-user MIMO IC. By comparing this new upper-bound
with our achievable DoF, the optimality (in the sense of DoF) of real alignment technique
was established when the number of users is larger than a certain threshold. In specific, it
was shown than the K-user constant MIMO IC with M antennas ta each transmitter and
N antennas ta each receiver is equal to K MN
M+N
when K ≥ M+N
gcd(M,N)
. Our results suggest
that, from a degrees of freedom point of view, the advantage of the joint processing in co-
located antennas at the transmitters and receivers vanishes as the number of users exceed
a certain threshold. This is in sharp contrast to the signal space interference alignment
which relies on the MIMO benefits.
In Chapter 3, we considered the possibility of interference alignment for the fast fading
channels with partial CSI at the transmitters. We considered the delayed CSIT model in
which transmitters have access to the CSI after a finite delay which is greater than the
channel coherence time. We considered several channels including the two-user MIMO
IC, the two-user MIMO X channel, the K-user X network, and the K-user MISO IC. For
each of these channels, we proposed new transmission schemes under the delayed CSIT
assumption which provide DoF advantage compared to the no CSIT case. The main
ingredient of our transmission schemes was interference alignment. It was realized by
a multi-phase transmission in which each transmitter uses its knowledge of past CSI to
regulate its subsequent transmissions such that the interference subspace at each receiver
is not expanded. We first considered the two-user MIMO IC where an achievable DoF
region for this channel was obtained. We also developed a simple outer-bound on the DoF
region of this channel which meets our achievable DoF region in some cases, and thus,
characterized the channel DoF region with delayed CSIT for certain classes of antenna
configurations. We then studied the two-user MIMO X channel under the delayed CSIT
assumption. For the two-user MIMO X channel with M antennas at each transmitter
and N antennas at each receiver, the channel DoF was characterized for all values of
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M and N except possibly for 1/2 < N/M < 4/3. It was proved that the DoF of this
channel coincides with the DoF of a two-user MIMO BC which is obtained by allowing
full cooperation between transmitters for N/M > 4/3. The K-user SISO X network was
considered next, and shown to achieve 4
3
− 2
3(3K−1) DoF. Finally, the K-user MISO IC was




4.1 Future research directions
This dissertation can be followed in different directions, some of which are highlighted as
follows:
4.1.1 Combining Real Alignment with Signal Space Alignment
Although the proposed achievable scheme for the K-user MIMO IC in Chapter 2 is opti-
mum∗ when the number of users is above a certain threshold, it is not generally optimum
for the small number of users. This is because we do not take advantage of the potential
cooperation among the transmit and receive antennas of each user. In fact, the extension
of the real interference alignment performs optimally for K ≥ Ku according to our results.
On the other hand, we know that the DoF upper-bound for K ≤ Kl is achieved using the
advantages of MIMO processing. Therefore, it seems that for Kl < K < Ku, a combina-
tion of real alignment and signal space alignment is required to approach the the channel
DoF. To develop such a hybrid approach, it is required to extend the Khintchine-Groshev
theorem to the case of several linear forms with dependent integer coefficients. To our best
knowledge, there is no such extension in literature. The case of K = 3 users has been
extensively investigated and to a great extent solved recently†. However, in the studying of
∗in the sense of DoF
†see [44] and references therein
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K-user IC, the 3-user case is somehow special in the sense that many of the transmission
schemes proposed for this channel are not easily extended to the case of K ≥ 4 users.
Therefore, it seems that a separate treatment for K ≥ 4 users is required.
4.1.2 Real Interference Alignment with finite precision
Real interference alignment is known to be a powerful technique to establish asymptotic
results like DoF characterization. However, it is not clear whether this technique can
predict the channel capacity in finite SNR regime. In fact, as it was mentioned in Chapter
2, the DoF of the K-user constant IC is a discontinuous function of channel coefficients and
is very sensitive to the rationality/irrationality of channel coefficients. In specific, one might
argue that the irrationally of the channel coefficients is fundamental in real interference
alignment and hence the scheme might not work at the presence of unavoidable quantization
errors. Very recently, it was shown in [53] that the real interference alignment can be used
to obtain constant gap capacity results for the two-user X channel. This important study
proved that, at least for the two-user X channel, the everywhere discontinuity of the DoF
in the channel coefficients is indeed a consequence of the definition of DoF as a limiting
expression and not fundamental to the real interference alignment. An interesting future
direction is to combine our extended version of real interference alignment with the method
developed in [53] to obtain constant gap capacity characterization for the K-user MIMO
IC.
4.1.3 Developing an upper-bound for the networks with distributed
transmitters and Delayed CSIT
Most of our results in Chapter 3 are achievable DoF results. Even though cooperative
outer-bounds were shown to be tight in some cases, they are not generally sufficient to
characterize the DoF of channels like two-user X channel. It is worth mentioning that the
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only known upper bounds in the literature on the DoF of channels with delayed CSIT are
for the K-user MISO BC, and the two-user MIMO IC. While those upper bounds proved
to be tight for their corresponding channels, their extension to other channels seems to be
not a straightforward task. An important future direction of this work is to develop new
upper-bounds on the DoF of channels studied here.
4.1.4 Characterizing the trade-off between the DoF gain and
feedback overhead
The study of communication channels under the delayed CSIT model reveals that the chan-
nel DoF are not entirely lost even with the completely outdated CSI at the transmitters.
In other words, the CSI obtained through feedback links with some finite delay can be
efficiently exploited to attain capacity gains. On the other hand, the overhead of providing
delayed CSI to the transmitters in the delay CSIT model is substantial and may overwhelm
the capacity gains. An interesting future direction is to characterize the trade off between
the capacity gain and the feedback overhead. This is especially useful in fading channels







Appendices for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of (2.19)
In this appendix, we prove that
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ max{max(M,N)Wmin,min(M,N)Wmax}, (A.1)




Due to the symmetry, without loss of generality, we prove (A.1) for the case of M ≥ N .
We consider two cases:
1. W1 ≥ W2




• W1N ≥ W2M
In this case, max(W2M,W1N) = W1N . Therefore, (A.2) reduces to:
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ min{W1M,W1N} = W1N
= max{W1N,W2M} = max{WmaxN,WminM}.
• W1N < W2M
In this case max(W2M,W1N) = W2M . Therefore, (A.2) reduces to:
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ min{W1M,W2M} = W2M
= max{W1N,W2M} = max{WmaxN,WminM}.
2. W1 < W2
In this case, max(W2M,W1N) = W2M . To evaluate (A.2), we again differentiate
between two cases:
• W1M ≥ W2N
In this case, max(W1M,W2N) = W1M . Therefore, (A.2) reduces to:
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ min{W1M,W2M} = W1M
= max{W1M,W2N} = max{WmaxN,WminM}.
• W1M < W2N
In this case, max(W1M,W2N) = W2N . Therefore, (A.2) reduces to:
J(W1M,W2M,W1N,W2N) ≤ min{W2N,W2M} = W2N
= max{W1M,W2N} = max{WmaxN,WminM}.
This completes the proof.
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A.2 The closest rational neighbors of a real number
with denominator at most K
In this appendix, we study how closely a real number can be approximated by rational
numbers that have a given bound on the size of their denominators. Specifically, for a real
number α and a positive integer K, we are looking for two rational numbers α− and α+
such that α− ≤ α ≤ α+ and moreover α− and α+ are closer to α than any other rational
number with denominator at most K. Given α and K, there is an elegant method to
find the rationals α− and α+ using the so called Farey sequence [54]. A Farey sequence of
order N consists of all irreducible fractions from [0, 1] with denominator not exceeding N ,
arranged in order of increasing magnitude. The Farey sequence of order N will be denoted
by FN . For example F5 = {01 , 15 , 14 , 13 , 25 , 12 , 35 , 23 , 34 , 45 , 11}. Farey sequences of any order can
be obtained using Stern-Brocot tree [54]. As it is depicted in Fig. A.1 , at the first layer




. Layer i is obtained from layer i− 1 by keeping
all the fractions from layer i− 1 and by inserting m+m′





n′ in layer i− 1 whenever it is possible to do so without getting a denominator that
is exceeding i. Using this procedure, fractions at the i-th layer of the tree constitute the
Farey sequence of order i.
Suppose that α ∈ [0, 1) is a given real number, and the goal is to calculate the closest
rational neighbors of α with denominator not exceeding a given positive integer K. To do
this, we need to find the place of α in the sequence FK . If α ∈ Fk, then α− = α+ = α. If








For example, the closest rational neighbors of α =
√
2− 1 with denominator not exceeding
5 are α− = 2
5
and α+ = 1
2
. In this method, for a given K, we first need to construct
the sequence FK and then solve the optimization problem in (A.3). Lemma 1 provides an
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Figure A.1: Constructing a Farey sequence using the Stern-Brocot tree. The fractions in
layer k form the Farey sequence Fk.
alternative approach to find the closest rational neighbors of a given real number α with
denominator at most K without the help of Farey sequence.






n0 ∈ {1, · · · , K}. Note that bn0αcn0 ≤ α and
bn0αc
n0
∈ FK . We claim that among all fractions
in FK that are less than α, the fraction bn0αcn0 is the closest to α. We prove our claim
by contradiction. Assume we can find a fraction p
q







≤ α. It then follows that:
p ≤ qα. (A.4)










p > bqαc. (A.5)
Combining (A.4) and (A.5), we have bqαc < p ≤ qα which is a contradiction because p is
an integer. We can prove (2.26) by a similar argument.
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A.3 Calculating the normalizing constant γ in (2.30)



































On the other hand, since X
[k]
mn` is uniformly distributed over Λ
[k]














where |Λ[k]mn`(P, ε)| denotes the size of the set Λ
[k]






























Substituting (A.8) in (A.6) and noting that Q(Q + 1) ≈ P
2(1−ε)








































Appendices for Chapter 3
B.1 Derivation of rank of matrix P[k]
We use the following simple lemmas in derivation of rank(P[k]) without any proof:
Lemma 3. Let Am, m = 1, · · · , r, be random matrices of size u× vm generated indepen-
dently according to continuous distributions. Then,








Lemma 4. Let Am, m = 1, · · · , r, be random matrices which are generated indepen-
dently according to continuous distributions and are such that the matrix multiplication
A1A2 · · ·Ar is defined. Then,
rank(A1A2 · · ·Ar) = min
{
rank(A1), rank(A2) · · · , rank(Ar)
}
, almost surely.
The matrix P[k] in (3.33) can be partitioned into six sub-matrices P
[k]
ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤
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NkW` × µk NkW` ×min{µk̄, NkWk̄}
Nk(Wu −W`)× µk Nk(Wu −W`)×min{µk̄, NkWk̄}
Nk(W −Wu)× µk Nk(W −Wu)×min{µk̄, NkWk̄}
 .
(B.1)











i ), i = 1, 2, 3. (B.2)




i2 are independent for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, using Lemma




























µk + min{µk̄, NkWk̄}, r[k]1 + r[k]2 + r[k]3
}
.
Based on the values of Wk and Wk̄, we consider two different cases:









, and thus, rank(P
[k]












































contain respectively the first Mk(Wk̄ − Wk)
























) almost surely. Since the above matrices are

























































































The three matrices on the right hand side of (B.11) are independent of each




























min{Mk̄, Nk}(W −Wk̄), NkWk̄, µk̄
}
. (B.12)

































































(b) Wk > Wk̄




































































































































































The above results can be summarized as follows:
rank(P[k]) = min
{




































where u = arg maxk{Wk} and ` = {1, 2}\{u}.
B.2 Proof of achievability of T3 for class C8
To show point T3 = (M1,
M2(N1−M1)
N1
) is achievable for class C8, we show that W ∗ = W ∗1 =
N1, W
∗
2 = N1 −M1, µ∗1 = M1W ∗1 , and µ∗2 = M2W ∗2 satisfy the rank conditions in (3.38).
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Since W ∗1 > W
∗





















































where (a) and (b) follow fromM1 < N1 < M2 and (c) follows fromN1M1 ≤ N21−N1M1+M21










1 . On the other hand,
µ∗1 + min{µ∗2, N1W ∗2 } = M1N1 + N1(N1 −M1) = N21 , and therefore, the rank condition is































































N1N2, (N1 +N2)(N1 −M1) +M21
}
. (B.13)
On the other hand,
µ∗2 + min{µ∗1, N2W ∗1 } = M2(N1 −M1) +M1N1. (B.14)
Recall that for class C8, M1 > ∆′ and M2 ≤ A. From M1 > ∆′, it follows that N1N2 >
M2(N1 − M1) + M1N1. From M2 ≤ A, it follows that (N1 + N2)(N1 − M1) + M21 >
M2(N1 −M1) + M1N1. Thus, the right hand side of (B.13) is greater than or equal to
(B.14) and the proof is complete.
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B.3 Proof of achievability of T4 for classes C6 and C7
To show point T4 = (M1, N2 − M1) is achievable for classes C6 and C7, we show that
W ∗ = W ∗1 = min{M2, L}, W ∗2 = N2 −M1, µ∗1 = M1W ∗1 , and µ∗2 = min{M2, L}W ∗2 satisfy
the rank conditions in (3.38) for these classes. Since W ∗1 > W
∗
2 , we have u = 1 and ` = 2.





















































where (a) and (b) follow from the assumption M1 ≤ N1 < N2 < min{M2, L} and (c)
follows from N2(W
∗
1 −W ∗2 ) ≤ N1W ∗2 +M1(W ∗1 −W ∗2 ) which is a straightforward result of




















On the other hand,
µ∗1 + min{µ∗2, N1W ∗2 } = M1W ∗1 +N1W ∗2 ,
µ∗2 + min{µ∗1, N2W ∗1 } = min{M2, L}W ∗2 +M1W ∗1 .
(B.16)





2 ≤ N1W ∗1 , (B.17)
min{M2, L}W ∗2 +M1W ∗1 ≤ N2W ∗1 . (B.18)
It is easy to see that (B.18) holds with equality. For class C6, (B.17) is equivalent to
M1 ≤ ∆ which is valid for class C6. For class C7, (B.17) is equivalent to M1 ≤ ∆′ which is
valid for class C7.
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B.4 Proof of achievability of T5 for classes C8 and C9




M2−N1 ) is achievable for classes C8 and C9, we show that
W ∗ = W ∗1 = M2 − N1, W ∗2 = N2 − N1, µ∗1 = N1(M2 − N2), and µ∗2 = M2W ∗2 satisfy the
rank conditions in (3.38). Since W ∗1 > W
∗

































































We prove (B.19) for each class separately:










where (a) follows from the assumption M2 < N1 +N2 −∆ for class C9.







On the other hand, from M2 ≤ L, it follows that ∆′ ≤ ∆ = N1(N1−M1)N2−M1 . Since M1 > ∆
′






































1 = N2(M2 −N1).
(B.22)
On the other hand,
µ∗1 + min{µ∗2, N1W ∗2 } = µ∗1 +N1W ∗2 = N1(M2 −N1),
µ∗2 + min{µ∗1, N2W ∗1 } = µ∗2 + µ∗1 = N2(M2 −N1).
(B.23)
Therefore, the rank conditions are met and the proof is complete.
B.5 Proof of achievability of T7 for class C9




N1+L−M2 ) is an achievable point for class C9, we show that
W ∗ = W ∗1 = N1 +L−M2, W ∗2 = N1−M1, µ∗1 = N1(N1 +N2−M2), and µ∗2 = M2W ∗2 satisfy
the rank conditions in (3.38). Since W ∗1 > W
∗


























































1 −W ∗2 ). To
prove (c), we need to show that N2(W
∗
















1 , k = 1, 2. On the other hand,
µ∗1 + min{µ∗2, N1W ∗2 } = µ∗1 +N1W ∗2 = N1W ∗1 ,
µ∗2 + min{µ∗1, N2W ∗1 } = µ∗2 + µ∗1 = M2W ∗2 +N1(W ∗1 −W ∗2 ).











which is again true according to (B.20).
B.6 Proof of achievability of T8 for class C10







) is an achievable point for class C10, we show thatW ∗ = W ∗1 = L,
W ∗2 = N2 −M1, µ∗1 = N21 , and µ∗2 = N2L−N21 satisfy the rank conditions in (3.38). Since
W ∗1 > W
∗

























































1 −W ∗2 = N1, and (c) follows from the
fact that N2(W
∗
1 −W ∗2 ) = N1W ∗2 +M1(W ∗1 −W ∗2 ) = N1N2. Hence, r[k]1 +r[k]2 +r[k]3 = NkW ∗1 ,
k = 1, 2. On the other hand,
µ∗1 + min{µ∗2, N1W ∗2 } = µ∗1 +N1W ∗2 = N1W ∗1 ,
µ∗2 + min{µ∗1, N2W ∗1 } = µ∗2 + µ∗1 = N2W ∗1 ,
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